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Prefae
In spite of inreasing surfae temperatures, a falling trend in surfae insolation has been
observed over the past 50 years at stations worldwide, and a link to anthropogeni aerosols
has been suggested. In the present thesis, reports on this "global dimming" are studied and
briey ompared to other limate hanges suh as global warming and atmospheri irulation
hanges. To get a better understanding of the onnetion between global dimming and hanges
in loud over, monthly reords of surfae insolation and loud amount of varying lengths are
investigated for six stations in north-western Europe.
The results indiate that global dimming has been present in north-western Europe up to
the late 1980s/early 1990s, after whih the dimming has turned to a brightening. Although
the representativity of merely six stations to the tendeny of entire north-western Europe
may be debatable, the results orrespond well to observed hanges in the regional pollution
level: There was heavy industrial build-up (partiularly in eastern Europe) up to the late
1980s, after whih the ollapse of the East Blo and politial interventions to limit pollution
lead to re-improved air quality. Additionally, some stations experiened an inrease in loud
amounts prior to about 1990, sueeded by a dereasing trend, whih will have ontributed to
the observed variations in global radiation.
The orrelation between surfae insolation and loud over was found to be high and sig-
niant at all stations, and did at two of the stations seem to be the dominating ause of
the radiation trend. It appears that in some ases, the eet of aerosol loads and loud over
ollaborate, while in other ases they ompete. As the present study shows, dimming may o-
ur in spite of improved aerosol levels, and brightening may our in spite of inreasing loud
overs. The fat that the surfae insolation trend is equally dependent on natural variations
in louds as on human-indued variations in aerosol loads, is an important point as debates
on global dimming in general tend to be foused on the eet of anthropogeni pollution.
I wish to thank my external supervisor, assoiate professor Aksel Walløe Hansen (Depart-
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s, University of Copenhagen), for guidane and inspiration. Many thanks
also to my internal supervisor, professor Jón Egill Kristjánsson (Department of Geos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elling via e-mail, to Lane Olav Eastgate and Frode
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tions, statistis and language problems, and to Rasmus
Haugaard Nielsen for patient proofreading and moral support.
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Chapter 1
Introdution
Partiularly sine the industrial revolution in the mid 18th entury, human ativities have
had an inreasing eet on limate, most importantly by adding to the onentration of
numerous atmospheri onstituents. Possibly as a result of this, the Earth has experiened an
inrease in global surfae temperatures (0.6
◦
C sine the late 19th entury [Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), 2001, setion 2.3℄) and oean temperatures (0.15
◦
C from
1958 to 1998 [Levitus et al., 2000℄). But while sientists generally agree that the limate is
warming, they disagree on the auses, on the expeted onsequenes, and even on observations
of these onsequenes. Suh nononformities an usually be related to dierenes in measuring
instruments, methods of observation or struture of models. Although a quite natural and
inevitable part of researh, this an often turn sienti onlusions into a question of mere
subjetive assessment.
Examples of diverging observations of limate hanges are many. Some argue that the
warming is followed by inreased evaporation from land and water surfaes [Brutsaert and
Parlange, 1998; Golubev et al., 2001℄, strengthening the hydrologial yle and inreasing pre-
ipitation. Others laim to have proof for a derease in the terrestrial evaporation omponent
[Peterson et al., 1995; Roderik and Farquhar, 2002; Liepert et al., 2004℄, whih onversely will
Figure 1.1: A radiant sun above
the Larsbreen glaier, Svalbard.
Photo: Camilla W. Johansen.
be assoiated with a spin-down of the hydrologial yle and
dereased preipitation. While Pallé et al. [2004℄ speak of a
derease in Earth's reetivity due to dereased loud albedo,
Liepert et al. [2004℄ argue that loud optial depth (and hene
loud albedo) is inreasing.
Amongst all these oniting observations, sientists have
beome aware of what seems to be a global derease in the
amount of solar radiation reahing the surfae. This disovery
is intriguing espeially in onnetion with the observations of
global warming, beause it ontradits the ommon pereption
that surfae temperatures and surfae insolation are positively
orrelated. The phenomenon was addressed as early as in 1974
by the Israeli sientist Suraqui [Suraqui et al., 1974℄, and again
in 1989 by Atsumu Ohmura, sientist at the Swiss University of
Tehnology. But although based on atual observations, these
publiations were met with skeptiism among other sientists,
who argued that sine temperatures and (aording to some)
evaporation were inreasing, the obviously ontraditory and
surprisingly large fall in solar radiation simply ould not be
real. Consequently, the phenomenon was widely regarded as a result of erroneous measure-
ments or not regarded at all, and the subjet remained a matter of ontroversy for the next
deade. Slowly, however, the disoveries of Suraqui and Ohmura were supported by a number
1
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of studies worldwide [Gilgen et al., 1998; Stanhill and Cohen, 2001; Liepert, 2002℄, and in
2002, Roderik and Farquhar [2002℄ onneted the observations of dereasing pan evapora-
tion to the dereasing radiation. Now being linked with other physial proesses and more
extensive observations, the dereasing trend in surfae insolation was beoming more oherent
and redible. The phenomenon was nally aknowledged as genuine, and was dubbed Global
Dimming.
The magnitude of the global dimming is generally on the order of a few perent: Stanhill
and Cohen [2001℄ set the globally averaged redution to 13.5% (20 Wm−2) over the past 50
years, Liepert [2002℄ estimates a 4% (7Wm−2) deline worldwide from 1961 to 1990 and Gilgen
et al. [1998℄ onlude that the global mean hange adds up to 6% (10.2 Wm−2) from 1960
to 1990. The review of Stanhill and Cohen [2001℄ whih summarizes the results of a number
of studies on global dimming, onludes that the most probable ause of the dimming is that
"inreases in man made aerosols and other pollutants have hanged the optial properties of
the atmosphere, in partiular those of louds". Although a plausible explanation and a widely
aepted one, an earlier study by the same authors [Stanhill and Cohen, 1997℄ desribes a
signiant solar radiation derease at Antartia, where in the same period loud over and
sea ie did not inrease and there was little evidene for inrease in aerosols. The report
oers no other possible explanation and leaves the ause of the dimming an unanswered
enigma. Liepert [2002℄ attributes only a small fration of the dimming to anthropogeni
aerosols, asribing the rest to a possible greenhouse gas warming-related inrease in loud
optial depth. Clearly, there is not a omplete onordane as to what auses the dimming,
and there are still septis who attribute great parts of it to instrument errors.
Today, global dimming is reeiving more attention from the sienti ommunity and is
even starting to attrat the interest of media and the general publi. But we are only just
beginning to get a lear idea of its extent, of its role in limate hange and of its auses.
If the trend is, in fat, a global phenomenon, it must play an important role in the global
energy budget, and it may be interonneted with global warming in ways yet unknown. An
exploration of the trend in surfae solar radiation and its relation to temperature, louds and
aerosols may shed new light on how the omponents of the limate system interat, may help
distinguish the anthropogeni ontributions to limate warming from ontributions owing to
natural variations, and may improve our abilities to predit future limate hanges.
In this study, the surfae trends of shortwave radiation for various time intervals will be
studied at six dierent stations in north-western Europe. The trends and variations of the
surfae radiation will then be ompared to the trends and variations of total loud over, and
for some stations also preipitation. Additionally, onentration or emission levels of sulphur
dioxide are presented for all loations to get an impression of aerosol onentrations. Results
show a lear tendeny for dereasing radiation up to around the late-1980s, after whih an
inreasing trend is seen at all but one station. The eet of hanging loud amounts does at
some loations seem the dominating ause of the variations in surfae insolation. At other
loations, the bakground signal of pollution and aerosols appears to be the ontrolling fator.
The following hapter provides some basi aspets of radiative transfer, inluding a desrip-
tion of the radiative properties of louds and aerosols. Chapter 3 will give a more thorough
introdution to limate hanges and the role of global dimming in relation to the hanges
observed. A review of methods for measurements, statistial analysis, and a desription of
the stations will be given in Chapter 4, while the results will be presented in Chapter 5. In
Chapter 6, the results are disussed in onnetion with the bakground material, and nally
a onlusion is drawn in Chapter 7.
Chapter 2
Theory
2.1 Radiative Transfer
I will in this setion present a brief overview of the fundamental priniples of radiative trans-
fer, whih serves as a mehanism for energy exhange within the earth-atmosphere system
and between it and the rest of the universe. The amount of energy that the system reeives
from the Sun and ultimately the temperature at Earth's surfae, depends on the radiative
properties of all the omponents of the limate system. Below follows a short desription of
radiative energy and of the transmittane of solar radiation through the atmosphere, based
on the theory of Hartmann [1994, Chapter 3℄. The priniples of radiative foring and feed-
bak mehanisms will then be dened, after whih I in separate setions will aount for the
radiative properties of louds and aerosols.
2.1.1 General desription of radiative energy
The energy of radiation may be expressed in terms of its radiane or intensity. Monohromati
intensity, whih desribes the amount of radiant energy (dFλ) within a wavelength interval
(λ to λ + dλ) that will ow through an area (dA) within a solid angle (dω) of a partiular
diretion in a time interval dt, is dened by:
dFλ = IλcosθdωdAdλdt, (2.1)
Here, Iλ is the radiant intensity at eletromagneti wavelength λ, θ is the zenith angle, dened
as the angle between the radiation and the normal to the surfae, and dω is the solid angle
dened by dω = sinθdθdφ (see Figure 2.1 on the following page for illustration). In the present
study, it will be more useful to onsider the energy ux per unit area from all diretions. To
obtain suh a quantity, we use the denition of the solid angle into equation 2.1 and integrate
over the upper hemisphere. The resulting Fλ is alled the spetral ux density :
Fλ =
∫
2pi
0
∫ pi
2
0
Iλ(θ, φ)cosθsinθdθdφ
If desirable, we an also integrate over all wavelengths to obtain the total ux density F :
F =
∫
∞
0
Fλdλ
The ux density has units of watts per meter squared (Wm−2) and is a measure of the amount
of energy (of all wavelengths) that passes through a plane surfae of unit area per seond.
1
1
As will be pratied in the urrent study, this unit an also be transformed to Joule, whih is a measure of
the total energy reeived over a given period of time. MJm
−2
per year is then a measure of the total amount
of energy (MJ denoting 10
6
J) aumulated over a year.
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Figure 2.1: An illustration showing the angles that dene the radiane owing through a unit
area dA in the x-y plane, in the diretion dened by the zenith angle θ and the azimuth angle
φ, and within the inrement of solid angle dω (from Hartmann [1994, p.42℄).
The ux density from the Sun that reahes the top of Earth's atmosphere is alled the solar
onstant, and has a value of approximately 1367 Wm−2. The rate of depletion that the solar
radiation is subjet to as it travels trough the Earth's atmosphere depends on the reeting,
absorbing and sattering properties of the atmospheri onstituents as will be disussed below.
2.1.2 Absorption and sattering of shortwave radiation
How is inoming shortwave radiation from the Sun depleted as it travels through the at-
mosphere? The degree of depletion is dependent on the length of the traveled path and on the
absorbing and sattering qualities of the gases, louds and aerosols within that path. These
qualities of a medium an be desribed by the extintion oeient βext, whih is the sum of
the absorption oeient and the sattering oeient: βext = βabs + βsct. When onsidering
a beam of radiation passing through a layer of depth dz (dz = z2 − z1), it is more useful to
onsider the optial depth τ , whih is obtained by integrating the extintion oeient over
the layer in question (see Figure 2.2 on the next page illustrating the layer of depth dz).
Note that this layer may very well omprise the entire depth of the atmosphere, in whih ase
z1 = zsurface = 0 and z2 = z∞ = zTOA, TOA denoting the top of the atmosphere. The optial
depth and the hange in optial depth are given by the following formulas:
τ =
∫ z2
z1
βextdz
dτ = −βextdz
Now, onsider the attenuation of radiation over an innitesimal path ds, hosen to be small
enough so that:
- the extintion oeient βext an be onsidered onstant within the interval
- the inident radiation is attenuated by an innitesimal amount dFλ
The hange in radiation is then given by:
dFλ = Fλ(s+ ds)− Fλ(s)
where Fλ(s) is the radiation at the top of the layer (at point s of the path or at altitude
z2) and Fλ(s + ds) is the radiation at the bottom of the layer (at point s + ds of the path
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of the extintion path of a solar radiation beam through a plane-parallel
atmosphere (from Hartmann [1994, p.53℄).
or altitude z1). As mentioned above, the degree of depletion is dependent on the amount of
radiation at starting point s, the degree of extintion and the length of the path, whih gives
us the following expression:
dFλ = −βextFλ(s)ds (2.2)
As the atmosphere is highly stratied, the distribution of gases, louds and aerosols is muh
more variable in the vertial than in the horizontal. This allows us for radiative purposes to
treat the atmosphere as plane parallel ; at a given loation we ignore the horizontal variability
in the struture of the atmosphere, and assume instead that all relevant radiative properties
depend stritly on the vertial oordinate z. Furthermore, sine any ray of light that is
not traveling at a very shallow angle will pass through most of the atmosphere long before
the Earth's urvature omes into play, another simpliation may be made by ignoring the
spheriity of the Earth. This is a fair approximation for radiation transporting energy more
or less vertially through the atmosphere. As seen from Figure 2.2, the use of the geometri
relationship dz = −cosθds allows equation 2.2 to be rewritten as:
dFλ = βextFλ
dz
cosθ
Making use of the denition of the optial depth τ , and onsidering the total instead of the
spetral ux, we an now write:
dF = − dτ
cosθ
F
1
F
dF = − 1
cosθ
dτ
Integrating from level z2 to level z1:
∫ z1
z2
1
F
dF = − 1
cosθ
∫ z1
z2
dτ
ln(
Fz1
Fz2
) = − 1
cosθ
τz
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This, nally, gives us an equation desribing the deay of a beam of shortwave radiation
propagating downwards through the atmosphere between altitude z2 and z1.
Fz1 = Fz2e
−
τz1−τz2
|cosθ|
Using instead the TOA (z = ∞) as z2 and a given altitude z as z1, gives us the law of
extintion or Beer's law :
Fz = F∞e
−
τz
|cosθ|
(2.3)
As evident from the equation, the radiant ux deays exponentially depending on the zenith
angle and the optial depth of the layer. In the present study we will be partiularly inter-
ested in the part of shortwave radiation that reahes the surfae, ommonly known as global
radiation. Global radiation is the ux of both diret and diuse solar radiation reahing the
Earth's surfae, and will also be referred to as surfae insolation or surfae solar radiation.
In equation 2.3, global radiation an be obtained by letting z be the surfae. As is apparent
from the equation, a redution in global radiation, whih is the objet of the present study,
an be obtained either by a derease in F∞ or by a derease in τ . F∞ is bound to hanges
in the radiation emitted from the Sun, while the atmospheri transmittane or optial depth
τ depends on the lear-sky and loudy onditions of the atmosphere. The role of the optial
depth of aerosols and louds will be disussed further in Setions 2.2 and 2.3.
2.1.3 Radiative foring
In an equilibrium limate state, the average net radiation at the top of the atmosphere is
zero and there is a balane between the radiation oming into the system and the radiation
going out. A hange in outgoing or inoming radiation will alter the net radiation, ausing an
imbalane whih is referred to as radiative foring [IPCC, 2001, Setion 1.2.1℄. In pratie, the
top of the troposphere (the tropopause) is onsidered as the top of the atmosphere, beause
the stratosphere adjusts relatively fast (in a matter of months) to hanges in the radiative
balane, whereas the surfae-troposphere system adjusts muh more slowly, prinipally due
to the large thermal inertia of the oeans. The radiative foring of the surfae-troposphere
system is then dened as the hange in net irradiane at the tropopause after allowing for
stratospheri temperatures to re-adjust to radiative equilibrium [IPCC, 2001, Setion 1.2.1℄.
The radiative foring an be either positive or negative, depending on whether the imbal-
ane auses an exess or deit of energy within the limate system, respetively. The limate
system responds to radiative foring so as to re-establish the energy balane, inreasing or
dereasing the temperature in order to inrease or derease the amount of outgoing radiation.
This is why a positive radiative foring tends on average to warm the surfae of the Earth
while a negative foring tends on average to ool the surfae. Changes in surfae limate is in
other words driven by hanges in the balane at the top of the atmosphere.
Foring from a given gas, partile or other onstituent of the limate system (here denoted
omponent for simpliity) at a given wavelength region is given inWm−2. We refer to radiative
foring in order either to explain the eet of the presene of a given omponent, or to explain
the eet of hanges in that omponent. The magnitude of the foring in these two ases an
be understood respetively as...
• Radiative foring from a given omponent:
...the ontribution to the urrent top-of-atmosphere (TOA) balane that is, how muh
more or less energy the system ontains ompared to what it would in the absene of
this omponent. For example, when we say that the total radiative foring due to louds
is about -17 Wm−2 [Hartmann, 1994, p.75℄, we mean not that the limate system is
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in imbalane at the TOA, but that this is the amount of energy that the presene of
louds deprive us of. Had there been no louds, the Earth would be reeiving 17 Wm−2
more energy, whih would inrease the surfae temperature and hene the amount of
outgoing radiation. The net radiation at TOA would still be zero but the limate would
be warmer.
• Radiative foring from hanges in a given omponent:
...the net radiative result of a hange in the onentration or properties of a given ompo-
nent over a period in time. For example, due to industrial ativity the onentration of
CO2 in the atmosphere has inreased from about 280 to 367 ppm between pre-industrial
and present times [IPCC, 2001, Setion 3.1℄; a hange whih is ommonly assessed to
ause a positive radiative foring of 1.46Wm−2 [IPCC, 2001, Setion 6.3.1℄. In this ase,
there is in fat a positive imbalane at the TOA. However, as long-time observations
of surfae temperatures show, the limate system has already started to adjust to this
imbalane by warming. If we managed to stabilize greenhouse gas emissions, the net
radiation at the TOA would at some point return to zero and the warming would level
out and remain at a new equilibrium temperature. The new equilibrium state would be
warmer than the pre-industrial one, but would no longer be radiatively fored.
Any hanges in the radiative balane of the Earth, inluding those due to an inrease in green-
house gases or in aerosols, will to some extent alter the surfae temperature. This is likely to
aet the hydrologial yle and atmospheri and oeani irulations, thereby altering global
and regional weather patterns. The siene of alulating and prediting radiative foring and
feedbaks is therefore an imperative part of understanding limate hanges.
2.1.4 Feedbak mehanisms
As mentioned above, the limate system responds to a radiative foring by adjusting its tem-
perature reduing the imbalane by doing so. However, at the same time as the temperature
hanges in response to a given radiative foring, other qualities dependent on temperature may
also hange, whih further alters the net emission of radiation to spae. A positive feedbak
supports the initial foring, allowing the limate system to reah the new equilibrium tem-
perature faster, while a negative feedbak weakens the initial foring and ounterats the
temperature hange. An example of a positive feedbak mehanism is the redution in sea
ie and snow over as the limate warms, whih will lower the Earth's reetivity allowing it
to absorb more radiation and inreasing its temperature further. An example of a negative
feedbak mehanism is an inrease in loud over that ould result indiretly from inreased
temperatures due to enhaned atmospheri moisture levels (it is not lear whether or not this
really is the ase). The inreased loud over will inrease the amount of reeted radiation
to spae and attenuate the initial temperature inrease
2
. Due to this interlinked nature of the
limate system, it an be extremely diult to assoiate a partiular observed foring with a
partiular ause. In order to predit forings due to hanges in spei limate omponents,
one must therefore know both how this omponent interats with radiation and also all the
feedbak mehanisms it is assoiated with.
2
As will be seen in the following setion, the eet of hanging loud amounts on temperature is in reality
muh more omplex, but this simplied relationship is used here in order to illustrate the negative feedbak.
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2.2 Clouds and radiation
Aording to Hartmann [1994, p.249℄, half of the Earth's surfae is on average overshad-
owed by louds. As louds to a great
extent aet the amount of energy en-
tering and leaving the Earth-atmosphere
system, it is important to gain knowledge
of louds' role in the energy balane. De-
pending on their mirophysial properties
suh as loud water ontent (for liquid
water as well as for ie), loud droplet
(or rystal) radius or shape, their distri-
bution in spae and the albedo of the un-
derlying surfae, louds aet radiation
in more than one way. Clouds an be
eient reetors of solar radiation, but
an also trap outgoing infrared radiation.
Figure 2.3: Multilayered louds surrounding a beautiful u-
mulonimbus anvil system. Photo: Camilla W. Johansen.
The net eet of louds on surfae and atmospheri temperatures are deided by how these
two proesses are balaned. Below follows a survey on how louds aet solar and infrared
radiation, respetively.
2.2.1 Eet of louds on solar radiation
How well louds reet solar radiation depends on the loud's albedo or reetivity, whih
has a range of 30 to 50% for thin louds and 60 to 90% for thik louds. Figure 2.4
Figure 2.4: The dependene of loud albedo on
loud liquid water path and solar zenith angle
(from Hartmann [1994, p.65℄).
shows the onnetion between liquid water path
(LWP ), whih is a measure of the total amount
of water present in an air olumn of given surfae
area, and albedo, depending on the angle of the in-
oming solar radiation: The more dense the loud
(and the larger the solar zenith angle), the greater
the albedo and hene the amount of reeted sun-
light. Although variations in the loud albedo are
dominated by variations in the olumn amount of
liquid water and ie in the loud, the albedo is
also sensitive to the droplet size [Hartmann, 1994,
p.65℄. The albedo is greatest for small droplets,
prinipally beause for a given mass these over a
larger surfae area. Clouds will also (espeially if
they are deep) satter radiation in all diretions,
a proess that will throw some radiation bak to
spae, some down toward the surfae and some to
be absorbed by gases or other louds in the atmosphere.
As louds reet solar radiation bak to spae, the limate system is deprived of energy
that would have ated to warm it. In terms of top-of-atmosphere radiative foring, IPCC
[2001, Setion 14.2.3.1℄ onlude that this albedo eet has a magnitude of about -50 Wm−2.
2.2.2 Eet of louds on infrared radiation
Clouds also have the well known property of "trapping" outgoing infrared radiation by ab-
sorbing and re-emitting it, the eieny of whih also depends on the LWP [Hartmann, 1994,
p.65℄. Aording to IPCC [2001, Setion 14.2.3.1℄, louds produe a long wave warming of
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Average Cloud-free Cloud foring
Outgoing infrared radiation [Wm−2℄ 234 266 +31
Absorbed solar radiation [Wm−2℄ 239 288 -48
Net radiation [Wm−2℄ +5 +22 -17
Albedo [%℄ 30 15 +15
Table 2.1: Cloud radiative foring as estimated from satellite measurements (from Hartmann
[1994, p.75℄).
about 30 Wm−2. The most obvious soure of warming results from the fration of absorbed
radiation that is re-emitted bak toward the surfae. But due to the atmospheri lapse rate
where temperature dereases with altitude, warming also ours when radiation is re-emitted
in the opposite diretion; into spae: Aording to Stefan-Boltzmann's law that will be de-
ned on page 15, radiation emitted from bodies with low temperature ontains less energy
than radiation emitted from warmer bodies, and as the louds are older than the Earth's
surfae, less energy is emitted to spae in a loudy than in a lear-sky situation. Losing less
energy, the atmosphere is thus warmed.
As shown by Figure 2.5, louds beome opaque to infrared radiation (that is, no radiation
Figure 2.5: The dependene of the long wave
emissivity on loud liquid water ontent (from
Hartmann [1994, p.66℄).
is transmitted or reeted; all is absorbed and re-
emitted) at LWP of about 20 gm−2. Dense, thik
louds (e.g., a layer of solid stratoumulus) are
therefore the most eient absorbers and emit the
most energy bak to the surfae, but high louds
(e.g., irrus) are the oldest and thus the best at
onserving the energy withing the limate system.
However, the eet of a loud system on infrared
radiation is often ambiguous beause, like the one
in Figure 2.3 on the preeding page, they often
onsist of multiple types of louds. The net ef-
fet of louds on the radiation budget is ompli-
ated further by the fat that louds aet solar
and infrared radiation simultaneously, and more-
over by the fat that the eets louds have on
temperature, may aet the nature of the louds
themselves in positive and negative feedbaks.
2.2.3 Cloud hanges and feedbaks
It is generally aepted that the net inuene of the two opposing eets of louds on the
radiation balane is negative; the albedo eet of louds exeeds the eet of long wave
absorption. Aording to Hartmann [1994℄, the value of the net foring lies somewhere in the
proximity of -20 Wm−2, see details in Table 2.1.
But while the overall net eet of louds on the radiation balane is known, the sign
and magnitude of loud feedbaks with respet to global warming, inreased pollution and
other limate hanges is not. Many people assume that an inreased evaporation following
from the limate warming
3
, and the resulting inrease of moisture in the atmosphere, ould
inrease the amount of louds [Aguado and Burt, 1999℄, whih would have a ooling eet.
However, an air parel in a warmer atmosphere needs more water vapor moleules to beome
3
Whether or not evaporation from land will inrease as a result of inreased global temperature is a on-
troversial issue, as will be disussed in detail in Chapter 3. Evaporation from the warming oeans are however
expeted.
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saturated and ondensate into louds, whih makes it hard to antiipate the exat eet of
inreased evaporation on louds. Aording to IPCC [2001, Setion 7.2.2.4℄, shemes prediting
loudiness as a funtion of relative humidity generally show an upward displaement of the high
loud over in response to a greenhouse warming, resulting in a positive feedbak. Analyses of
satellite data reveal an inrease in both low and irrus loud optial depth with temperature
[Tselioudis and Rossow, 1994℄. As inreases in low and irrus optial depth indue feedbaks of
opposite signs, the report onludes that the net hange in a warmer limate is unertain and
relies on other thermodynami and dynami onditions. The dependene of loud properties
on temperature was also demonstrated in a model simulation by Liepert et al. [2004℄, who
found inreased total loud optial depths sine pre-industrial times, assoiated with enhaned
availability of atmospheri moisture. Studies have also been made on the eet of pollution
of louds: Kaufmann and Freedman [1999℄ found that louds near urban areas where smoke
partiles were abundant, had dereased droplet size and hene inreased reetivity ompared
to louds in rural environments. Meanwhile, Rosenfeld [2000℄ showed that pollution also
suppresses preipitation (both in form as rain and snow) in louds, a proess whih prolongs
the loud's lifetime. Although experiments and model simulations are are helping to map the
eet of limate hanges on louds, the piture is yet far from lear.
How, then, will the limate respond to hanges in loudiness? An estimate by Hartmann
[1994, p.249℄ onludes that the eet of an inrease in total loudiness by 10% (for example
from 50% mean loud overage to 60%) will have the same magnitude as a doubling of arbon
dioxide onentration, osetting the eet of CO2 doubling. This estimate is however just a
rude omparison between numbers, and does not regard neither loud properties nor distrib-
ution. As we have seen from above, dierent types of louds aet radiation dierently, and a
limate response will depend on what types of louds hange and whether they beome more
or less abundant, thiker or thinner and higher or lower in altitude. For example, an inrease
in high loudiness will have a net warming eet, but a simultaneous inrease in high loud
density (and hene albedo) will perhaps outweigh this warming. The distribution of louds
above reetive and not so reetive surfaes also plays a role.
Needless to say, the issue of limati eets of loud hanges is highly omplex and the
ability to alulate the eet of hanges in loudiness requires rst of all a better loud ob-
servation system in whih louds in all layers and their properties an be reorded with high
time- and spae- resolution. Suh a system is urrently not available, and without knowing at
least the atual frations of high, middle and low loud over, keeping trak of any hanges in
the above beomes a diult task.
2.3 Aerosols and radiation
Aording to Wallae and Hobbs [1990, p.114℄, an aerosol is dened as "a suspen-
Figure 2.6: The stable boundary layer has trapped the an-
thropogeni aerosols whih lay as a brownish haze above the
ity of Oslo. Photo: Camilla W. Johansen.
sion of solid or liquid matter in a gaseous
medium" (in our ase air). The partiles
range in size from about 10−4µm to several
tens of mirometers, and are formed ei-
ther by dispersal of material at the surfae
or by hemial transformations of preur-
sor gases [Hartmann, 1994, p.291℄. Wind-
blown dust, sea salt and gas-to-partile
onversions are the most ommon nat-
ural soures of aerosols, whih are on-
stantly supplied to and removed from the
atmosphere in a balaned yle. Meanwhile, human ativities add to the aerosol loading
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through industry, biomass burning and tra (see Figure 2.6 on the preeding page).
Although their inuene on the atmospheri energy transfer is smaller than that of louds
and gases (see Table 2.2), aerosols play an important role by sattering and absorbing solar ra-
diation and by altering the lifetime and properties of louds. How aerosols aet the radiation
budget depends on partile size and omposition, on spatial distribution, and on the eieny
of potential aerosol-loud interations. These proesses are omplex and the fators involved
are highly variable in spae and time. As a result, there are large unertainties onneted with
estimations of the magnitude of aerosol foring, and these unertainties are propagated into
preditions of limate feedbak to atmospheri aerosol hanges. The following pages will give
a presentation of the role of aerosols in the radiation budget and briey disuss estimates of
foring and limate response.
2.3.1 The aerosol diret eet
Changes in the radiation budget arising from sattering and absorption by aerosols are referred
to as the diret radiative eet or diret foring of aerosols. Depending on partile size and
hemial omposition, atmospheri partiles have dierent abilities to inuene solar and
infrared radiation, and the sign of the foring depends on how eient a given aerosol is in
sattering and/or absorbing radiation. As most aerosols do both, it is useful to onsider the
single sattering albedo (SSA), whih is the ratio of sattering to the sum of sattering and
absorption. Blak arbon aerosols do at visible wavelengths have SSAs of about 0.2, meaning
that a large part of their interation with radiation omes from absorption. Sulfate aerosols,
on the other hand, have SSA values lose to 1, being almost perfet satterers. Aording
to Ramanathan et al. [2001℄, aerosols have a net negative top of atmosphere (TOA) foring
when the SSA exeeds 0.95, and a net positive TOA foring for SSA < 0.85. However,
SSA values of most Northern Hemisphere aerosols lie in the 0.85 to 0.95 range, where the
sign of the net eet depends on other fators like loud fration, surfae albedo and vertial
aerosol and loud distribution. As a onsequene, TOA aerosol foring values obtained from
publiations are highly unertain. Estimates are however made, and IPCC [2001, Setion
6.7.1℄ have onsidered individual aerosol speies, nding the diret aerosol foring to be +0.1
Wm−2 for blak arbon aerosols, -0.2 Wm−2 for biomass burning aerosols, and -0.4 Wm2
for sulphate aerosols. Similar results are found by Harvey [2000, p.108℄ and Bouher [1995℄,
illustrating that, as most sientists agree on, the net diret eet of all aerosols is a slight
ooling.
2.3.2 The aerosol indiret eet
Aerosols may also aet limate indiretly through their interation with louds in the at-
mosphere. An important role is played by aerosols in loud ondensation, where they fun-
tion as loud ondensation nulei (CCN). Sulfate partiles with diameters larger than about
0.05µm are the most ommon CCN , but other aerosol speies for example organi aerosols
 Solar radiationTerrestrial radiation 
Atmospheri onstituent Absorption Sattering Absorption/emission Sattering
Air moleules 1 2 1 3
Aerosols 2 2 2 3
Clouds 2 1 1 3
Table 2.2: Relative importane of various radiative transfer proesses in the global energy
balane (from Wallae and Hobbs [1990, p.308℄): 1 denotes proesses of primary importane,
2 denotes proesses of seondary importane and 3 denotes proesses of little or no importane.
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Soure type Natural soures Anthropogeni soures
Diret emission 1540 Tg year−1 133.2 Tg year−1
Gas-to-partile onversion 394 Tg year−1 275 Tg year−1
Total 1964 Tg year−1 408 Tg year−1
Table 2.3: Soures of aerosols by mass, from Hartmann [1994, Table 11.1℄.
also ontribute [Ramanathan et al., 2001℄. An inrease in CCN does aording to observations
lead to an inrease in the number of loud drops (and ie rystals) in louds [IPCC, 2001,
Setion 5.3.2℄. This tends to inrease the loud albedo as explained in Setion 2.2.1 on page 8,
resulting in a ooling of the surfae through inreased reetion of solar radiation. This eet
is referred to as the rst indiret eet.
Assuming that the ondensed loud moisture stays onstant, an inrease in the number of
droplets will be assoiated with a derease in loud droplet radius. A derease in droplet size
will inhibit the loud's preipitation eieny, thereby prolonging the loud lifetime resulting
in inreased amounts of reeted solar radiation [Rosenfeld, 2000℄. This (ooling) eet is
alled the seond indiret eet.
Yet another eet arises from solar heating of the boundary layer by blak arbon ab-
sorption, whih an evaporate some of the louds and allow more solar radiation to reah the
surfae. This positive surfae foring is alled the semidiret eet of louds.
Harvey [2000, p.109℄ estimates the indiret eet due to sulphate aerosols to lie in the
interval -0.5 to -2.2 Wm−2, and similar results (although with slightly varying magnitudes)
are found by Bouher [1995℄ and Ramanathan et al. [2001℄. Undoubtedly, the indiret eet
of aerosol is ooling, and observations even show that the TOA ooling eet due to the rst
indiret eet is signiantly larger than the TOA ooling due to the diret eet [Ramanathan
et al., 2001℄. However, as an be seen in Figure 2.7 on the next page, the dominant limate
foring at the surfae omes from the diret eet. Little fous has been direted to the
forings of the seond indiret eet and the semidiret eet of louds proesses that may
very well ontribute signiantly to the aerosol eet on limate.
Natural versus anthropogeni aerosol loading
The total ux of natural aerosols averaged over the globe is about three to four times larger
than the ux of aerosols generated by human ativities [Hartmann, 1994, p.293℄. This an be
seen in Table 2.3. Sine aerosol lifetimes are relatively short (days to weeks [Harvey, 2000,
p.33℄), the geographial distribution varies substantially, leaving onentrations partiularly
high lose to soures. As a result of this, the ux of anthropogeni aerosols an on a regional
sale be up to ve times larger than the natural aerosol ux [Srinivasan and Gadgil, 2002℄.
The largest ontribution to human indued aerosol loading omes from sulphate aerosols.
Sulphate aerosols are made in gas-to-partile onversions from sulphur gases (SO2), that are
emitted through the rening and ombustion of sulphur-ontaining oal and from the melting
of sulphur-mixed minerals suh as zin, opper and lead [Harvey, 2000, p.41℄. Estimates of
hanges in anthropogeni aerosol emissions sine the industrial revolution will be given in the
following hapter.
2.3.3 Aerosol hanges and feedbaks
Altogether, aerosols exert a ooling eet on limate. As illustrated in Figure 2.7 on the next
page, the surfae ooling due to aerosols is exeeded by the surfae warming due to greenhouse
gases (see TOA numbers), resulting in a net warming. Changes in the atmospheri aerosol
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load may alter this relationship, thus aeting the degree of warming. But as always, hanges
in aerosol onentration, properties or distribution do not only aet limate diretly but do
also eliit feedbak mehanisms. Ramanathan et al. [2001℄ mentions three important aerosol
feedbaks related to the seond indiret eet:
1. As preipitation is the main soure of aerosol removal [Harvey, 2000, p.33℄, the sup-
pression of preipitation by aerosols through the seond indiret eet prolongs the
atmospheri lifetime of the partiles and hene the magnitude of their limati impat
(positive feedbak).
2. The derease in preipitation will lead to drier surfae onditions, whih will produe
higher amounts of windblown dust and also inrease the number of forest res, adding
further to the aerosol onentration (positive feedbak).
3. Finally, suppression of preipitation in deep onvetive louds espeially in the tropis
allows for transport of more water and aerosols into the upper troposphere and lower
stratosphere, inreasing the water vapor greenhouse eet in this altitude and possibly
osetting some of the aerosol ooling (negative feedbak).
Similar eets an of ourse also take plae without an initial aerosol hange: A warmer and
more moist global limate will by inferene dampen at least the natural aerosol soures, and
shorten aerosol lifetimes. But as will be seen in the following hapter, hanges in irulation
patterns aet preipitation levels dierently from region to region. Ultimately, the eet of
limate hanges on aerosols will therefore be determined by what kinds of hanges our near
the major emission soures.
As the Earth's population is growing, one an imagine a following inrease in biomass
burning, use of fossil fuels and deforesting, all of whih will add to the amount of aerosols in
the atmosphere. Our urrent understanding of the aerosol-loud-radiation proesses are by
far insuient, and more researh is needed to nd ways to more aurately estimate aerosol
foring and feedbaks.
Figure 2.7: Comparison of global annual mean anthropogeni aerosol foring and greenhouse
foring (from Ramanathan et al. [2001℄).
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Climate hanges and global dimming
Climate is to some extent always hanging. Variations in the Earth's path around the Sun,
volani eruptions, hanges in atmospheri omposition, oean irulation hanges and varying
energy output from the Sun are only some of the auses of the natural variations in limate
that the Earth has experiened ever sine its reation roughly 4.5 billion years ago. Human
beings have only been a part of this for the last few hundred thousand years, yet as modern
limate may be demonstrating, we are already beginning to ause limate hanges that are
omparable with the natural ones.
As mankind's ativities are spreading to even the most remote plaes (see Figure
Figure 3.1: Sooter traks ontrasting the wild and unspoilt Blaahuken
mountain on the island of Svalbard. Photo: Camilla W. Johansen.
3.1), we are indubitably start-
ing to set our mark on Earth's
limate. This makes it inreas-
ingly important to fully under-
stand the limate system and its
omponents. Global dimming is
one of the many proesses that
are not yet well understood, but
as it is linked with variables
suh as temperature, evapora-
tion, louds and aerosols, new
knowledge on the subjet may
improve our ability to under-
stand the limate variations we
experiene, and to predit fur-
ther hanges.
This hapter will give a short review of Earth's energy balane and the natural greenhouse
eet. I will then try go give an overview of the most ommon auses of natural limate
variations, and briey summarize the ways in whih mankind aets limate. A setion will
be dediated to more reent limate hanges, and last but not least the phenomenon global
dimming and its onnetion to the observed hanges will be addressed.
3.1 Earth's energy balane
The main driving fore in Earth's limate balane is the Sun. Every seond, the top of the
atmosphere reeives 342 Wm−2, 31 % of whih is immediately reeted bak to spae by the
surfae, by louds and partiles and by the atmosphere itself (numbers are taken from IPCC
[2001, Setion 1.2.1℄). This is illustrated in Figure 3.2 on the next page. Of the remaining
235 Wm−2, some is absorbed by the atmosphere, while most of it (168 Wm−2) reahes and
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Figure 3.2: Global mean energy ows between the surfae and atmosphere [Harvey, 2000,
Figure 2.1℄.
warms the Earth's surfae, whih returns the heat bak to the atmosphere partly as infrared
radiation, partly as sensible heat and partly as water vapor whih releases its heat when it
ondenses higher up in the atmosphere (latent heat). In order to maintain an energy balane,
the limate system must radiate bak into spae the same amount of energy that entered it
(that is, 235 Wm−2). Details of how this happens an be seen in Figure 3.2. Aording to
Stefan-Boltzmann's law
1
, the Earth should in order to radiate 235 Wm−2 have a temperature
of about -19
◦
C. Yet under present onditions the global mean surfae temperature is 14
◦
C.
The 33
◦
C dierene has to do with the natural greenhouse eet, briey explained below.
3.1.1 The natural greenhouse eet
Just like the atmosphere absorbs some of the inoming solar radiation, it also absorbs infrared
radiation emitted by the Earth's surfae, gases, partiles and louds. The absorbed infrared
radiation is re-emitted in all diretions, inluding bak down to the surfae. The part of the
radiation that is re-emitted out to spae is now being emitted from a muh higher altitude
with temperatures of, on average, -19
◦
C, whih brings the amount of outgoing radiation in
balane with the inoming. This whole proess, where heat is trapped within the system
instead of esaping out to spae, is what we all the natural greenhouse eet. Atmospheri
gases that absorb infrared radiation is thus alled greenhouse gases (often abbreviated GHGs)
as they ontribute to the warming, the most eient partiipants being water vapor, arbon
dioxide and methane.
3.2 Natural limate hanges
In spite of the balane desribed above, the state of the limate is onstantly undergoing
hanges. Suh limate variations our over time sales from a few years to hundreds of
millions of years, and result from a ombination of periodi foring mehanisms (both external
and internal), and a omplex group of feedbak mehanisms that operate within the limate
system itself. Hereafter follows an aount of the main external and internal auses of limate
hange.
1
Stefan-Boltzmann's law is given by F = ǫσT
4
, where F is the radiation emitted by the body, ǫ is the
objet's emissivity (the rate of atual emission to blakbody emission), T is the temperature of the body and
σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann's onstant.
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3.2.1 External auses of limate hange
External foring mehanisms involve agents or proesses ating from outside the limate sys-
tem. They aet the limate system, but are not aeted by it.
The Sun with its yles of intensity is an external foring agent. Currently we know of
a 2,400 year yle, a 200 year yle, an 80 to 90 year yle and the shorter 11 and 22 year
yles [Buhdahl, 1999℄. Obviously, the more ative the Sun is, the more radiation it
emits and the more is reeived by the Earth system. Attempts have been made to draw
onnetions between the number of sunspots on the Sun's surfae and the temperature
on Earth: As the sunspots are areas of ooler temperature in the Sun's photosphere,
a high number of sunspots will redue the average energy emission from the Sun and
onsequently the amount of energy that reahes the Earth. However, it is diult to
diretly attribute an observed limate hange to variations in solar irradiane, beause
the latter are small in magnitude. The solar irradiane generally varies by less than 0.1%
over the ourse of a sunspot yle [Hartmann, 1994, p.289℄. With suh small variations
in the solar onstant, the global limati response would be no more than a 0.03
◦
C tem-
perature hange [Buhdahl, 1999, Setion 2.5.3℄. Moreover, a hange in solar irradiane
will indue a hange in the amount of ozone produed in the atmosphere, whih works as
a negative feedbak and dampens the initial radiation hange [Harvey, 2000, p.29℄. Still,
Friis-Christensen and Lassen [1991℄, who nd a good orrelation between the variations
in the solar yle length and the variations in Northern Hemisphere land temperature,
onlude that the solar ativity does have a diret inuene on global limate. A physial
mehanism oupling the two was however not given, but the next paragraph may give a
suggestion of one:
Cosmi ray variation has after the 1997 artile of Svensmark and Christensen been spe-
ulated to have an inuene on limate through aeting the amount of low louds and
hene Earth's reetivity. The intensity of the osmi ray ux is inversely related to
the sunspot yle, so that in periods of high solar ativity (and hene few sunspots),
the Sun works as a shield proteting the Earth from osmi rays from the surrounding
galaxies [Carslaw et al., 2002℄. Oppositely, when the Sun is less ative, more osmi rays
nd their way to our atmosphere. The osmi ray-loud theory links the ionizing osmi
rays to the formation of sulphate aerosols, whih an funtion as loud ondensation nu-
lei and thereby aet the formation of louds [Svensmark and Friis-Christensen, 1997℄.
This means that periods of low solar ativity (high osmi ray ux) will be assoiated
with inreased loud over, inreased Earth reetivity and ultimately lowering the tem-
perature. Svensmark and Friis-Christensen [1997℄ do in fat relate the observed 3-4%
variation of global loud over during the reent solar yle to variations in the osmi ray
ux. The theory is being opposed by many due to lak of a proper physial mehanism
to link the ionized partiles with the formation of louds near the surfae [Kristjànsson
and J.Kristiansen, 2000; Sun and Bradley, 2002℄, and due to the fat that the original
graphs of Friis-Christensen and Lassen [1991℄ aording to [Damon and Laut, 2004℄ have
been subjet to inorret data proessing. Although an attempt was made by Carslaw
et al. [2002℄ to improve the physial basis of the theory, the question of whether or not
variations in the osmi ray ux inuene limate remains unanswered.
The Milankovith theory provides another ontribution to natural limate hange. Earth's
limate is very dependent on its position in and properties of its orbit around the Sun.
Variations in the eentriity of the Earth's orbit (dominant period: 100,000 years), the
obliity of the Earth's axis (period: 41,000 years) and the preession of the Earth's axis
(period: 23,000 years) are the three yles inluded in the Milankovith theory [Skinner
and Porter, 2000, p.334℄, named after the Serbian astronomer Milutin Milankovith.
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Eah yle has its own way of regulating the amount and distribution of solar radiation
reahing our planet, ausing long-term variations of as muh as 10% in the amount of
radiant energy reahing Earth [Skinner and Porter, 2000, p.335℄. The eets of eah
yle's phase an either enhane or weaken eah other, and by summing the variables
we an derive the ombined signal (with variations up to 25%) desribing the amount
of radiation reeived at any given latitude at any speied time in the past. Aording
to the Milankovith theory it is the preession of these yles that ontrols the timing
of the 100,000 year ie age yles.
The movement of our Solar system through the galaxy is also speulated to have an
eet of limate [Buhdahl, 1999, Setion 2.5.3℄. Passing through denser and lighter
louds of interstellar media will regulate the amount of sunlight that reahes the Earth,
and variations in the gravitational torque indued by nearby Magellani louds ould
also somehow have onsequenes for limate. However, due to the enormous time sales
assoiated with this type of foring, it is impossible to prove these speulations with
observations.
3.2.2 Internal auses of limate hange
Changes in limate an also be triggered by variations within the limate system, fored by
mehanisms operating over time sales of 1 year to 108 years [Buhdahl, 1999℄. An example of
long-term internal variations is the global distribution of ontinents, whih is driven by inter-
nal plate tetonis moving lithospheri plates about the globe at a rate of a few entimeters
per year [Skinner and Porter, 2000, p.18℄. Also aeting limate is the formation and distri-
bution of mountain ranges, whih espeially inuenes the horizontal atmospheri irulation
patterns. Changes in these omponents of the lithosphere are however so slow that they often
are regarded as onstant.
Changes in oean irulation patterns ontribute to limate hange. Espeially impor-
tant is the thermohaline irulation, where warm surfae water moving northward into
the North Atlanti evaporates, inreasing the salinity of and ooling the underlying wa-
ter, whih then sinks and turns bak south [Skinner and Porter, 2000, p.337℄. As the
water ools, heat is released to the atmosphere, maintaining a relatively mild limate in
north-western Europe. Changes between the glaial and interglaial patterns of the ther-
mohaline irulation is a natural part of Earth's shifting limate and an be regarded as
internal limate foring mehanisms; for even if irulation hanges are initially driven
by hanges in limate, oean irulation has traditionally been viewed as an internal
foring mehanism in its own right [Buhdahl, 1999℄. The subjet is also reeiving a lot
of attention in onnetion with reent limate warming, as a weakening of, hange in
or omplete shutdown of the thermohaline irulation will have substantial impat on
European limate.
Climati impats of major volani eruptions generally last for short time periods (typ-
ially 2 to 3 years), but the ejeted volani dust and gases an lower average surfae
air temperatures by as muh as 0.5 to 1.0
◦
C in that period [Skinner and Porter, 2000,
p.337℄. In ase of extremely large eruptions, the limati eets ould be more extensive,
as is believed by some to have been the ase in The Little Ie Age (1300 to 1850) [Robok
et al., 2000℄. Robok et al. [2000℄ also point out that periods of little volani ativity
an ause a warming as this gives the atmosphere time to wash out reetive volani
aerosols. This was probably the ase for the 50 years from 1912 to 1963. It is additionally
worth noting that the hemial omposition of the atmosphere as we know it today was
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made from outgassing from volanoes, but this extremely slow hange in atmospheri
omposition due to volanoes is not traditionally thought of as limate hange.
Changes in atmospheri omposition for other reasons are however a very important
ause of limate hange. Although we usually hear of hanging gas onentrations in
onnetion with anthropogeni emissions, the atmospheri omposition also hanges
naturally. This has been shown through studies of Antarti ie ores. During glaial
times, the perentages of arbon dioxide and methane seem to be low and the amount of
windblown dust unusually high [Skinner and Porter, 2000, p.336℄. Changes in the amount
and distribution of vegetation as temperatures hange will also have an impat on the
amount of arbon dioxide in the atmosphere. As the atmospheri omposition varies,
the absorbing and reeting properties of the atmosphere hange orrespondingly. This
largely aets the radiation budget and hene atmospheri and surfae temperatures.
Similar eets an additionally our from variations in the amount of aerosols and
louds, whih was disussed in Setions 2.2 and 2.3 respetively.
3.3 Anthropogeni limate hanges
Human beings aet limate in many ways.
From early times we started utting down trees
and growing elds, hanging the vegetation and
landsape after our needs. This is happen-
ing to a larger and larger extent today; green
landsapes are replaed by asphalt roads and
onrete ities, vast areas of forest are burnt
down and equally large areas are ploughed and
turned into elds. These hanges in surfae ap-
pearane result in hanged surfae albedo and
also aet the properties of the soil. This may
in turn lead to spreading deserts near defor-
ested areas, hanges in the gases released from
the soil or vegetation, and inreased windblown
dust, whih both loally and regionally an
ause substantial hanges in limate.
Figure 3.3: Sketh from 1858 of a skeleton symboliz-
ing pollution in the Thames as result of the industrial
revolution [Aastad, 1997, p.25℄.
Gases and partiles are released to the Earth-atmosphere system through industry, transport,
agriulture, and biomass burning. A large portion of the emitted gases (namely arbon diox-
ide, methane and nitrogen) are eient greenhouse gases, some (primarily CFC gases) damage
the ozone layer, while others (like sulphate dioxide) an onvert into aerosols, aeting the
radiation budget diretly through reetion and absorption, or indiretly by altering the life-
time and properties of louds. A great number of aerosols are also emitted to the atmosphere
diretly, as was mentioned in Setion 2.3 on page 10. The next setion will deal with the
observed hanges in limate over the last few deades. Some, like the hange in the amount of
greenhouse gases and aerosols in the atmosphere, are obviously anthropogeni, while others,
like hanges in loud amounts or in atmospheri irulation, may or may not be onneted to
human ativities.
While the debate on global warming goes on, and the role of mankind in the hanging
limate is onstantly disussed, it is hardly deniable that to some extent we are beginning to
set our mark on this system in whih we reside.
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3.4 Reent hanges in numbers and gures
Surfae temperatures have, aording to IPCC [2001, Setion 2.3℄, inreased by
about 0.6
◦
C sine the late 19th entury (see
Figure 3.4). Although global, the warm-
ing is not entirely homogeneous. For ex-
ample, sine the mid-1980s Northern Hemi-
sphere land surfaes have warmed onsid-
erably faster than those on the Southern
Hemisphere [IPCC, 2001, Setion 2.2.2.1℄,
and some regions even experienes oppo-
site trends. An example of this is given by
Tuomenvirta et al. [2000℄, that report of de-
reasing temperatures in western Greenland
sine the 1950s onneted with a strengthen-
ing of the North Atlanti Osillation. IPCC
[2001, Setion 2.2.2.1℄ point out that land
Figure 3.4: Temperature anomalies from 1860 to 2000,
IPCC [2001, Figure 2.1℄.
surfae warming was twie as fast between 1975 and 2000 as between 1920 and 1945, whih
indiates that the rate of warming is also inreasing. Additionally, the warming seems to
involve a faster rise in daily minimum temperatures than in daily maximum temperatures:
from 1950 to 1993 the maximum temperatures inreased by 0.1
◦
C/deade while minimum
temperatures inreased by 0.2
◦
C/deade [IPCC, 2001, Setion 2.2.2.1℄. This means that the
diurnal temperature range (DTR) is dereasing, diminishing the dierene between night- and
daytime temperatures. Easterling et al. [1997℄, who found similar results a few years previous
to the 2001 IPCC report, attributed the dereasing DTR to variations in Northern Hemisphere
irulation patterns.
Sea surfae temperatures as well as the temperature in the deeper layers of the oean
Figure 3.5: Sea surfae temperature anomalies from
1860 to 2000, IPCC [2001, Figure 2.5℄.
have inreased worldwide. Levitus et al.
[2000℄ report of a 0.06
◦
C warming from 1948
to 1998 of the surfae to 3000m layer of the
global oeans, and a 0.31
◦
C warming of the
surfae to 300m layer. The temperature in
the upper few meters of the oean has, as
an be seen in Figure 3.5, shown an inrease
of lose to 0.7
◦
C over the last entury. As a
result of thermal expansion (volume inrease
of the oean as it warms) and ie melting, a
rise in global average sea level by 1.0 to 2.0
mm/yr has been observed over the 20th en-
tury, and there are also reports of hanges in
the depth of the mixed-layer in several regions [IPCC, 2001, Chapter 11℄.
Land preipitation has experiened an overall global inrease of about 2% sine the
beginning of the 20th entury [IPCC, 2001, Setion 2.5.2.1℄. No pronouned hanges are
however observed over Southern Hemisphere land; and China, south-eastern Asia, eastern
Russia and many equatorial regions have seen slightly dereasing trends. As limate warms
and the water holding apaity of the atmosphere inreases, there is aording to Karl and
Trendberth [2003℄ a tendeny for preipitation events to beome more intense. This is for
example the ase in China, in spite of a weakening of the total preipitation amount. Even
though there are relatively few studies of snowfall trends worldwide, observations indiate an
inrease in line with the general preipitation trend [IPCC, 2001, Setion 2.2.5.1℄.
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Evaporation hanges over land are as previously mentioned a ontroversial subjet. Evap-
oration is often measured by pan evaporimeters
2
, but not all sientists agree on whether or not
pan evaporation is a good measure of atual evaporation. A study by Peterson et al. [1995℄
of pan evaporation in United States and former USSR showed a signiant dereasing trend
over the last 50 years. Peterson et al. attribute the falling trend to a derease in the diurnal
temperature range. Six years later Golubev et al. [2001℄ did a reassessment of these data, and
interpreted the dereasing pan evaporation as proof of inreasing atual evaporation. This re-
versed relation was suggested three years previous by Brutsaert and Parlange [1998℄, who used
the nature of the hydrologial yle to explain that in areas with insuient moisture level,
dereasing pan evaporation ould be interpreted as evidene for inreasing atual evaporation.
However, Roderik and Farquhar [2002℄ onsidered the same observations and onneted them
to the work of Stanhill and Cohen [2001℄ and Gilgen et al. [1998℄ on global dimming, explain-
ing the derease in pan evaporation with the derease in surfae sunlight. Evaporation levels
are dereasing, they argued, and they are doing so as a result of a derease in the amount of
energy available at the surfae. This report was later supported by observations of dereased
pan evaporation in Australia, whih was omparable to the Northern Hemisphere values and
whih ould also be linked to delining diurnal temperature ranges, inreasing loud amounts
and dereasing sunshine [Roderik and Farquhar, 2004℄. As interpretations of evaporation
measurements are so diverse, no onlusive piture of atual evaporation trends over land are
yet available.
Cloud over hanges are one of the more unertain parts of limate hange the-
ory, mostly due to the lak of proper (and internationally onsistent) methods of obser-
vations. Tuomenvirta et al. [2000℄ show inreasing trends (0.17% per deade) in north-
ern Europe loud over during the pe-
riod 1910 to 1995. Inreasing loud
amount is additionally found over for-
mer USSR and most of the United
States in IPCC [2001, Setion 2.5.5.1℄,
although the US inrease is mostly
onned to the rst 80 years. Fig-
ure 3.6 gives a good piture of loud
amount trends in dierent regions.
IPCC [2001℄ also report of a dramati
inrease (15 to 20%) of spring and
summer loud amount at the South
Pole during the past four deades, but
over China the loud over seemed to
derease by 1 to 2% per deade be-
tween 1951 and 1994. Cloud amounts
have also inreased over the oeans:
Parungo et al. [1994℄ found an inrease
in global oean loud amount of 4.2%
between 1930 and 1981, where North-
ern Hemisphere (NH) values inreased
about twie as fast at Southern Hemi-
sphere (SH) values. The trends and
patterns of these inreases are onsis-
Figure 3.6: Cloud amount (solid) and DTR (dashed) anom-
alies at dierent ontinents, IPCC [2001, Figure 2.3℄.
tent with industrial and urban emission of SO2, indiating that anthropogeni SO2 has an
2
An instrument onsisting of a pan of water, a devie to measure the water needed to return the surfae to
a predetermined level, and a rain gauge.
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eet on loud amounts. Norris [1999℄ also reports of inreases is global loud amount over
oeans; 1.9% inrease in total loud amount and 3.6% inrease in low loud amount between
1952 and 1995. He does not, however, nd any dierene in NH and SH trends and onludes
that the inrease in loud amount is not onneted to anthropogeni release of aerosols. Al-
though global loud amounts have inreased over the last entury, the latest few deades seem
to show a turning trend. Satellite observations of total loudiness show an overall derease over
both land and oean sine 1983 [IPCC, 2001, Setion 2.5.5.3℄. A plot of global mean loud
amounts between 1990 and 2000 based on data from the International Cloud Climatology
Projet (ISCCP) an be seen in Figure B.3 in appendix B.
Atmospheri and oeani irulation studies also reveal hanges. Examinations of
possible hanges in the El Niño-Southern Osillation (ENSO) over the past 120 years reveal
a shift in tropial Pai temperatures around 1976 to warmer onditions, whih ontinued
at least until 1998 [IPCC, 2001, Setion 2.6.2℄. During this period ENSO events were more
frequent, intense and persistent, as was espeially manifested in the 1997/98 El Niño. Although
the reent behavior of the ENSO seems unusual ompared to historial reords, sientist are
not sure of whether the hanges are natural or somehow inuened by the global warming.
Northern Hemisphere irulation has also hanged over the past deades. The North Atlanti
Osillation (NAO) index has shown a positive trend sine the sharp reversal around 1970 (see
Figure 3.14 on page 27), and the index has remained in a strong positive phase sine about
1985 [IPCC, 2001, Setion 2.6.5℄. The hanges seem to be onneted to hanges in winter
atmospheri and oeani irulations over the North Pai [IPCC, 2001, Setion 2.6.7℄. The
NAO trend aounts for muh of the winter warming over northern Europe and Asia over the
past thirty years and the orresponding ooling over the north-west Atlanti, and it is also
assoiated with the inreased preipitation in Sandinavia [Tuomenvirta et al., 2000℄.
Cloud properties suh as optial depth, lifetime and preipitation have been investigated
in onnetion to anthropogeni inuene on limate. Several theories prediting the expeted
Figure 3.7: Earth reetane anomalies from 1984 to 2003,
Pallé et al. [2004℄. Blak line: reonstrutions based on satellite
loud data, blue line: measured Earth reetane.
hanges in loud properties as a result
of global warming and inreased pol-
lution was presented in Setion 2.2.3
on page 9. Generally, pollution tends
to produe more reetive and long
living louds [Kaufmann and Freed-
man, 1999; Rosenfeld, 2000℄, while the
eet of a warmer and more moist
limate is believed to both heighten
loud altitude [IPCC, 2001, Setion
7.2.2.4℄ and inrease loud thikness
[Tselioudis and Rossow, 1994;
Liepert et al. 2004℄. Long-term onr-
mations of these estimates are diult
to obtain beause observation of loud
properties is a hallenging task. Ob-
servations of the highest spae and time resolution ome from satellites, and as shown in Figure
B.4 in appendix B based on the ISCCP data set, the latest deade seems to have experiened
slightly inreasing total loud optial depths. However, as there are some problems with loud
lassiation and distintion between aerosols and louds in the satellite observations, these
results are somewhat unertain. Another way to observe loud properties was presented by
Pallé et al. [2004℄, who observed the reetive shine of the Earth on the Moon, onneting the
strength of this "Earth-shine" with Earth's reetivity and thene loud amounts or proper-
ties. As an be seen from Figure 3.7 (blue lines), they observed a fall in reetane in the
1994-1995 period, and a reovery sine 2000, indiating dereased and inreased loud optial
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depths in these periods, respetively.
The onentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere remained fairly onstant
from the end of the last ie age up to the Industrial Revolution in the mid-eighteenth
entury [Buhdahl, 1999, Setion 6.4℄, but sine then most of the major greenhouse gases
have inreased to a greater or lesser extent. A plot of the resulting radiative foring of
2.43Wm−2 (from 1750 to present time)
is illustrated in Figure 3.8. The following
hanges have been observed in the three
most important greenhouse gases (water
vapor not inluded): The atmospheri
arbon dioxide (CO2) onentration has
gone from about 280 ppm to 367 ppm
(approximately 31%) from 1750 to 1999
[IPCC, 2001, Setion 3.1℄, the most im-
portant soures being fossil fuel ombus-
tion, deforestation and prodution of e-
ment, lime and ammonia [Harvey, 2000,
p.37℄. The atmospheri levels of methane
(CH4) has inreased by about a fator
of 2.5 sine the pre-industrial era [IPCC,
2001, Setion 4.2.1.1℄, an inrease whih
is still ontinuing but at a delining rate.
Methane is emitted to the atmosphere as
Figure 3.8: Radiative foring due to hanges in at-
mospheri omposition of well-mixed greenhouse gases and
ozone, IPCC [2001, Figure 6.8 a℄.
a byprodut of fossil fuel (oal mining, oal ombustion, extration and use of oil and natural
gas), but also through domesti animal, rie paddies and biomass burning [Harvey, 2000, p.40℄.
Tropospheri N2O abundanes have inreased from pre-industrial values of about 270 ppb to
314 ppb in 1998 [IPCC, 2001, Setion 4.2.1.2℄, soures being mainly industrial proesses and
nitrogen fertilizers [Harvey, 2000, p.40℄. Levels of other nitrous oxides, hlorouoroarbons
and tropospheri ozone have also inreased and are ontributing to the strengthening of the
greenhouse eet.
Atmospheri aerosol onentrations have as mentioned above always varied with
Figure 3.9: Radiative foring due to the diret eets of
sulphate and arbon aerosols [IPCC, 2001, Figure 6.8 b℄.
the glaial and inter-glaial periods. Cur-
rently, the aerosol onentration is also
being enhaned by anthropogeni proess-
es suh as industry, tra and land use.
Harvey [2000, p.109℄ estimates the ra-
diative foring due to hanges in aerosol
levels between the pre-industrial period
and the 1990s to lie in the interval of
- 0.8 to - 3.0 Wm−2. The most pro-
nouned hanges are seen in the onen-
trations of sulphate aerosols (SO2−
4
) and
arbonaeous aerosols. Carbon aerosols
are emitted to the atmosphere through
inomplete ombustion of fossil fuel or
biomass, but an also be produed pho-
tohemially from volatile organi om-
pounds [Hartmann, 1994, p.41℄. As an
be seen from Figure 3.9, the net foring
of arbon aerosols depends on their origin: the darkest partiles (blak arbon) produed in
fossil fuel ombustion exert a net warming eet on limate, while the remaining exerts a net
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ooling eet. Sulphate aerosols are, as mentioned on page 12, made in gas-to-partile onver-
sions from sulphur gases (SO2), whih are typially emitted through industry, fuel ombustion
and biomass burning [Hartmann, 1994, p.294℄. The inreasing number of sulphate aerosols in
the atmosphere is therefore a onsequene of the anthropogeni inrease in sulphur emissions,
that has gone from < 3 TgS per year in 1860 to about 80 TgS per year in 1983 [Hartmann,
1994, p.327℄. However, as only a minor part of the sulphur emissions is available for the
formation of new partiles, the rate of sulphur partile formation has "only" doubled sine
pre-industrial times [Lagner et al., 1992℄. Figure 3.10 shows levels of SO4 in Greenland ie
ores together with US and European emission of SO2, revealing a derease in sulphate aerosol
onentrations sine the 1970s. As a ontrast, a study by Massie et al. [2004℄ of Asian sulphate
aerosols between 1979 and 2000 showed large inreases in aerosol optial depths by as muh as
17% per deade in some regions. Due to the short lifetime of the aerosols, these emissions are
not manifested in the Greenland ie ores. Lagner et al. [1992℄ also noted that the inrease
in sulphate aerosol onentration was generally muh smaller in the Southern Hemisphere. In
other words, the evolution of SO2 onentrations is urrently highly variable from ontinent
to ontinent. Aording to Figure 3.9 on the previous page, the sulphate aerosol inrease has
been responsible for a global mean diret foring of about -0.4 Wm−2 sine the industrial
revolution. But whether or not the turn seen in the Greenland ie ores in Figure 3.10 is
representative of a global mean tendeny is diult to say, onsidering the ontinued inrease
in the Asian region. No shift is apparent in the globally averaged foring in Figure 3.9 on the
preeding page, but this may be onneted to the estimation methods and does not neessarily
exlude the possibility that global mean SO2 level may be dereasing.
Figure 3.10: Trend of SO2 emission, based on ie ores and observations (from IPCC [2001,
Figure 5.4℄).
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3.5 The role of global dimming
How does the phenomenon global dimming t into all these limate hanges? Unfortunately,
our data reords of surfae insolation do not go very far bak in time. Moreover, as shown
in Figure 3.11 on the next page, spatial overage of the observations is not extensive: lak
of measurements over the oeans implies that for at least 71% of Earth's surfae, the ourse
of surfae solar radiation is pratially unknown. This makes it diult to draw reliable
onlusions on the onnetion between solar insolation and the other limate variables, and
hene ompliates the detetion of a spei ause of the dimming.
This setion will attempt to draw an outline of the possible auses and impliations of the
dimming. I will give a rough omparison between global radiation and other limate variables,
thus relating global dimming to other ongoing limate hanges. The main fous will be on the
situation in north-western Europe over the last 50 years, whih is the region and time period
of interest in this thesis.
3.5.1 The magnitude of the dimming
Table 3.1 gives an overview of the total trend of surfae solar radiation for the last 40 years
or so aording to various publiations and aording to data analyzed in this thesis. Conen-
trating on the publiations, the general piture seems to be one of dereasing global radiation.
Only the work of Power [2003℄ stands out with a report of signiant inrease, dramatially
ontrasting even the observations by Liepert and Kukla [1997℄ who analyzed the same region.
Power explains this ontradition with the inorporation of data from the last deade (the
time series of Liepert and Kukla ends in 1990); she found that the 1991 to 2000 average had
mean global irradianes higher than the average over the full time series at most of the sta-
tions analyzed, onsequently turning the total trend. This has raised speulations that surfae
solar radiation values may be turning worldwide, possibly as a result of dampened industrial
emissions. These surmises are strongly supported by Wild et al. [2005℄, whose report involves
a reanalysis of the global data set from the paper of Gilgen et al. [1998℄, now inluding data
from 1990 to 2000. Muh like Power, Wild et al. [2005℄ nd a minimum in global radiation
around 1980, followed by an inreasing trend (exat numbers are not available as the report is
not yet published). The 1995 to 2002 observations by Philipona et al. [2004℄ of dimming in the
Central Alps do not seem to support the assertion of a turning trend, but it may be that this
Period Area Radiation hange Referene
1964-1990 Germany tot:-10.8% (-4.0%/de) Liepert and Kukla [1997℄
1960-2000 Germany tot:+ 7.5% (+1.8%/de) Power [2003℄
1995-2002 entral Alps tot:- 1.3% (-1.6%/de) Philipona et al. [2004℄
1961-1990 Worldwide tot:- 4.0% (-1.3%/de) Liepert [2002℄
1960-1990 Worldwide tot:- 6.2% (-2.0%/de) Gilgen et al. [1998℄
1957-1994 Antartia tot:- 0.8% (-0.2%/de) Stanhill and Cohen [1997℄
1950-1995 Worldwide tot:-12.4% (-2.7%/de) Stanhill and Cohen [2001℄
1954-2003 Hamburg tot:- 1.7% (-0.3%/de) Present study
1955-2003 Copenhagen tot:- 9.6% (-2.0%/de) Present study
1983-2003 Lund tot:+ 7.7% (+3.7%/de) Present study
1967-2003 Aberdeen tot:+ 1.4% (+0.4%/de) Present study
1966-2003 Bergen tot:- 1.8% (-0.5%/de) Present study
1983-2003 Luleå tot:+ 6.3% (+3.0%/de) Present study
Table 3.1: Changes in surfae solar radiation aording to various publiations and my own
data ("tot" denotes trend over the entire period, "/de" denotes trend per deade).
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Figure 3.11: World map of pyranometer stations, Stanhill [2005, Figure 2℄.
region is an exeption to the general tendeny. As for the data analyzed in the present study,
it is worth noting that the two stations overing the last two deades only (Lund and Luleå),
have trends of signiant inrease. With exeption of Aberdeen, the other stations that over
more of the pre-1980 period show dereasing trends, Copenhagen displaying a dimming of simi-
lar magnitude as the ones reported by Liepert and Kukla [1997℄ and Stanhill and Cohen [2001℄.
3.5.2 Geographial distribution
The term "global dimming" did originally not indiate that the phenomenon was global in
terms of widespread, but referred to the redution in global radiation, that is, the ux of
solar radiation measured at the surfae [Cohen, 2004, private orrespondene℄. However, as
observations have shown that falling trends in global radiation are present worldwide, the
expression is now often used in order to indiate globality
3
.
But although global, the dimming is far from homogeneous in its geographial distribution.
Areas exist where no signiant hange has ourred, as is the ase with Australia [Stanhill,
2005℄, while other regions, like Japan [Stanhill, 2005℄, have seen signiant inreases. But the
majority of the stations analyzed in global studies [Gilgen et al., 1998; Stanhill and Cohen,
2001; Liepert and Tegen, 2002℄ display dereasing trends, thus indiating that global dimming
like global warming is a worldwide phenomenon.
As Figure 3.13 on the following page illustrates, the dimming also varies markedly with lat-
Figure 3.12: Atmospheri transmittane
per unit air mass in the Northern (N) and
Southern (S) Hemisphere between 1958 and
1992 [Stanhill and Cohen, 2001, Figure 1℄.
itude (note that this graph is based on data from 1960
to 1990 only). The maximum derease (about 1.2%
per year) has ourred around 35
◦
N, and there is a se-
ondary maximum near 20
◦
S. Note also the dimming ob-
served at the poles, partiularly Antartia. Aording
to estimations, there has been a seular and even a-
elerated derease in atmospheri transmittane on the
Northern Hemisphere (NH), while the Southern Hemi-
sphere (SH) only has experiened dimming sine 1985
(Figure 3.12). This might indiate the NH dimming is
related to hanges and ativities that have been going
on sine the 1960s, while SH dimming is more reent.
A onnetion between this latitudinal pattern and pol-
lution will be drawn in the following setion.
3
To avoid onfusion, the present study will use the single word "dimming" to denote derease in global
radiation at a spei loation, and "global dimming" when referring to the alleged worldwide phenomenon.
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Figure 3.13: Derease in global radiation and inrease in fossil fuel emissions between 1960
and 1990, Stanhill and Cohen [2001, Figure 2 b℄.
3.5.3 Possible auses
Global dimming is observed under both loudy and lear-sky onditions, and at low and high
altitudes. This implies that variations in global radiation is onneted to both hanges in
louds and to hanges in the transmitting properties of the loud-free atmosphere, and that
these hanges are not neessarily limited to the atmospheri boundary layer. The list below
gives a summary of possible auses of global dimming.
1. Variations in the solar onstant
When the surfae reeives less energy, it is obvious to seek the explanation in an equiva-
lent derease of emission from the energy soure, that is the Sun. But as already noted
in Setion 3.2.1 on external auses of limate hange, variations in the solar onstant
are generally of less than 0.1% over the ourse of the sunspot yle. Moreover, longtime
hanges in the solar ux have aording to Foukal [2002℄ rather been inreasing. As
the hange in surfae global radiation is both negative and usually orders of magnitude
larger than 0.1%, the ause of the dimming must be sought elsewhere.
2. Cloud hanges
Clouds inhibit solar radiation on its path through the atmosphere, and hanges in the
amount, property or distribution of louds will therefore hange the amount of radiation
reahing the ground. A more thorough desription of the physis behind loud-radiation
interation was given in Setion 2.2 on page 8.
Cloud amount hanges : To some extent, all louds reet solar radiation. Therefore,
an inrease in the amount of louds will (if keeping loud properties and distribution
onstant) lead to a derease in surfae insolation.
Cloud reetivity hanges : Changes in the reetive properties of louds will hange the
amount of solar radiation reeted bak to spae. A tendeny for louds to beome
more reetive (keeping loud amounts and distribution onstant) will thus derease the
amount of global radiation reahing the surfae. The same eet an be ahieved through
a redistribution of high and low louds, whih will aet the surfae radiation budget
due to their dierent radiative properties. Generally, high louds are more transparent
to solar radiation than low louds, so a shift in loud altitudes to lower levels (keeping
total loud amounts onstant) will tend to redue surfae insolation values.
Changes in diurnal or seasonal loud distribution: As the intensity of the global radiation
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varies with both season and time of day, a variation in the diurnal or seasonal distribution
of louds will indue hanges in the value of the global radiation even if the annual
mean loud amount remains onstant. A tendeny toward more mid-day louds (again,
keeping total loud amounts and properties onstant), or an inrease in summertime
louds would lead to a global radiation derease.
3. Changes in atmospheri omposition
Variations in global radiation are also observed under lear-sky onditions [Liepert, 2002;
Liepert et al., 2004℄, in whih ase the omposition of the atmosphere itself must be
the ause. Gases like stratospheri ozone and water vapor ontribute to shortwave
absorption, but while the noted inreased onentration of water vapor in the atmosphere
is insuient to signiantly aet amount of water vapor absorption [Stanhill and
Cohen, 2001℄, the onentration of stratospheri ozone has rather dereased over the
last several deades and an therefore not explain the fall in surfae radiation [IPCC,
2001, Setion 6.4℄. But as was seen on page 22, aerosol onentrations have inreased.
As was disussed in Setion 2.3 on page 10, inreasing aerosol loads tend to inhibit solar
radiation at the surfae, an do therefore ontribute to the dimming.
From the list above, we see that global dimming is most probably aused by hang-
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Figure 3.14: The NAO index from 1960 to 2004 with
least squares ts (LSF) for dierent periods, data from
the Climate Researh Unit at the University of East An-
glia, UK (http://www.ru.uea.a.uk/ru/data/nao.htm).
es in louds and/or aerosols. Changes in
loud amounts an usually be traed bak to
hanges in atmospheri ow patterns, whih
in north-western Europe is dominated by the
North Atlanti Osillation (NAO) [IPCC,
2001, Setion 2.6.5℄. When in its negative
phase, the NAO brings old and dry win-
ters to this area, while the positive NAO
phase is assoiated with mild and wet win-
ters. A typial strong positive NAO situa-
tion an be seen in Figure 3.16 on the follow-
ing page, whih shows a satellite image from
18th of January this year (2005). As men-
tioned in the previous setion, the NAO has
over the past deades (and espeially sine
the mid-1980s) shown a tendeny to remain
in a strong positive phase, see dashed line in
Figure 3.14. This trend aounts for the reported inrease in loud amounts over the Nordi
ountries found by Tuomenvirta et al. [2000℄ (see Figure 3.15), and may have been partly re-
sponsible for the observed dimming. As an be seen from the uppermost setion of Figure 3.6
on page 20, loud amounts have also inreased in Europe in general.
It is worth noting that the NAO index seems
to have dropped after 1990, see dotted line in
Figure 3.14. This drop may have been reeted
in falling Nordi loud amounts, see the last ve
years in Figure 3.15. But although a strength-
ening of the NAO seems a plausible explanation
for the dimming in north-western Europe, it is
not a global irulation pattern and an not
have ontributed to the dereases observed in
other parts of the world.
Figure 3.15: Nordi loud amount anomalies from
1910 to 1995, Tuomenvirta et al. [2000℄.
As for the reetive properties and diurnal or seasonal distribution of louds in north-
western Europe, few publiations are available that deal with these subjets. Liepert and
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Figure 3.16: Satellite image of a typial strong positive NAO situation, 18th of January 2005
(from METEOSAT-7, opyright EUMETSAT/NERC/Dundee University). Note the low pres-
sure over Ieland bringing mild and wet (loudy) onditions over the north-western parts of
Europe, while southern Europe is relatively lear.
Kukla [1997℄ do in a study of loud and radiation values in Germany from 1964 to 1990 get
results that point to a derease in loud transmissivity, probably linked to inreased air pol-
lution. This onnetion was mentioned in Setion 2.3.2 on page 11. I have not found any
reports of hanges in diurnal or seasonal distribution of louds, but if present suh hanges
may have been aused by ow pattern hanges (for example, more wintertime louds over
northern Europe due to NAO hanges), enhaned daytime onvetive formation of louds dur-
ing summer due to hanges in temperature and surfae absorptivity, or formation of ontrails
from airplane tra. Airplane tra, that generally peaks at daytime [Petzke, 2005, private
orrespondene℄, inreased by about 9% eah year from 1960 to the 1990s, a growth whih
had slowed to 5% per year by 1997 [IPCC, 1999, Aviation Report℄.
The onentration of aerosols over Europe has undergone profound hanges over the last
entury, but also over the last deades. Cruial to these hanges has been the ollapse
of the East Blo in 1989, prior to
whih the buildup of heavy indus-
tries had resulted in extremely high
loads of partiulate and gaseous at-
mospheri pollution [Krüger et al.,
2004℄. Radial hanges in politis
and in the eonomy after the fall of
the Berlin wall lead to dramati re-
dutions in espeially sulphur diox-
ide emissions (see Figure 3.17), and
may have been responsible for the
turn in the global radiation trend
observed by Power [2003℄. As seen
in Figure 3.10 on page 23, SO2 emis-
Figure 3.17: Annual emissions of sulphur dioxide SO2 from 1980
to 1999, Krüger et al. [2004℄.
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sions (and hene sulphate aerosol onentrations) have also dereased in Europe in general.
On a global basis, there also seems to be a strong onnetion between global dimming and
anthropogeni pollution. This is brilliantly illustrated in Figure 3.13 on page 26, whih shows
a plot of the derease in global radiation (solid line) and the inrease in fossil fuel emissions
(dashed line). Note that this plot ontains data up to 1992 only. The peak of maximum
dimming at 35
◦
N orresponds well with the peak of maximum inrease in fossil fuel emissions,
and it is hardly a oinidene that this latitude zone is the Earth's most densely populated
and industrialized [Stanhill, 2005℄. North-western Europe, and partiularly the six stations
analyzed in this thesis, is loated at around 50-60
◦
N (see the oordinates of the stations in
Table 4.1 on page 35). Aording to Figure 3.13, this latitude band is in the global perspetive
not subjet to a partiularly large dimming. And indeed, the 4% derease per deade (0.4%
per year) observed by Liepert and Kukla [1997℄ in Germany is far from the maximum dimming
at 35
◦
N of 1.2% per year. Still, a 4% derease in surfae insolation per deade is very large in
terms of limati impat.
While the peak at 35
◦
N in Figure 3.13 demonstrates the importane of human ativities
on the radiation budget, other features suh as the relatively large global radiation dereases
on the south pole and at 20 degrees south show that dimming is also present in areas little
aeted by anthropogeni pollution. Further disussion on the auses of global dimming will
be given in the nal hapter.
3.5.4 The global dimming/warming paradox
We have already seen that temperatures have inreased over the last entury, and also in the
periods overed by the publiations on global dimming above. But how an the temperature
be inreasing when at the same time less solar energy reahes the surfae?
The surfae temperature is ontrolled by the demand for balane in the surfae energy
budget. While global dimming has inhibited the amount of available surfae solar energy
where it has ourred, the assoiated inreases in loud amount, aerosol onentration and
loud and aerosol properties also aet the longwave radiation. Simultaneously, longwave
radiation is inuened by greenhouse gases. A study by Philipona and Dürr [2004℄ on the
omponents of the surfae radiation budget for a period of eight years in the Central Alps,
showed results that ould explain the global dimming/warming paradox. The argumentation
is as follows:
The temperature at the surfae is highly dependent on the total heating radiation (THR),
dened as
THR = LDR+ SDR+ SUR (3.1)
Here, LDR denotes longwave downward radiation, SDR denotes shortwave downward radia-
tion, and SUR denotes shortwave upward (or reeted) radiation, given by the albedo of the
surfae. The study then split the LDR into loudy (c) and loud-free (cf) onditions to yield:
THR = LDRc + LDRcf + SDR+ SUR
In response to the inreased loud amounts (CA) observed in the area, and the inreased
onentrations of greenhouse gases (GHG), the following hanges (∆) were seen in the surfae
energy budget:
∆CA+⇒ ∆SDR−,∆LDRc+
∆GHG+⇒ ∆LDRcf+
Here, + denotes an inrease and − denotes a derease in the respetive terms. These terms
ould now be inserted into the formula for THR above (equation 3.1), to investigate the ause
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of hanges in surfae temperatures (∆THR). Changes in the surfae albedo an be assumed
onstant on the annual mean (∆SUR = 0), whih gives the equation of THR hange:
∆THR = ∆LDR+∆SDR = ∆LDRc +∆LDRcf +∆SDR (3.2)
But Philipona and Dürr also did the important disovery that the hanges∆SDR and∆LDRc
aused by inreased loud amounts were approximately equal and opposite in magnitude. A
hange in THR and thereby the surfae temperature is therefore given by:
∆THR = ∆LDRcf
As seen above, the hange in LDRcf due to inreased GHGs is positive, so in spite of de-
reasing global radiation, the surfae is still warming. The study attributed the main part of
the GHG-indued inrease in loud-free longwave downward radiation to inreasing onen-
trations of water vapor in the atmosphere.
Another suggestion to a mehanism that will inrease surfae temperatures in spite of global
dimming is related to the observed derease in pan evaporation as reported by Peterson et al.
[1995℄ and Roderik and Farquhar [2004℄. Based on limate simulations, Liepert et al. [2004℄
noted that the derease in net surfae solar radiation aused by an inrease in aerosol and
loud optial depth is only partly oset by enhaned down-welling longwave radiation
4
. This
has resulted in an energy deit at the surfae and thereby a derease in the THR as the
term ∆LDR is smaller in magnitude than ∆SDR (see equation 3.2), opposing the study of
Philipona and Dürr [2004℄. This derease must be balaned by dereases in other omponents
of the surfae enery budget. The surfae energy balane is expressed by Wild et al. [2004℄ as:
∆SAR+∆LDR+∆LUR+∆SH +∆LH +∆GH +∆M = 0
Here, the two rst terms an be seen as ∆THR, as SAR denotes absorbed shortwave radia-
tion ux (shortwave downward radiation minus shortwave upward radiation) and LDR denotes
longwave downward radiation ux. Furthermore, LUR denotes longwave upward radiation
ux, SH and LH denote sensible and latent heat ux respetively, GH denotes ground heat
ux and M stands for the energy ux used for melt. Wild et al. [2004℄ argue that sine ∆GH
and ∆M are small ompared to the observed hange in THR they an be negleted in this
ontext, and as the majority of the turbulent energy transport over land is due to latent heat
ux, this is the term primarily aeted by the redution in surfae net radiation. It therefore
beomes lear that the derease in THR reported by Liepert et al. [2004℄ must imply a derease
in latent heat ux, whih is onsistent with the observations of dereasing evaporation. As
evaporation dereases, the ooling assoiated with the energy use of the evaporation proess
will also derease. The explanation to the global warming/dimming paradox, then, lies in
the following: Aording to simulations made by Wild et al. [2004℄, the redued evaporative
ooling overompensates the redued surfae radiative heating, and ombined with the eet
of the inrease in the greenhouse eet, this results in inreased surfae temperatures.
3.5.5 Impliations of global dimming
A widespread derease in surfae solar radiation aets the eieny of solar power generation
[Kati, 2005, private orrespondene℄, rop yields, and the ourse of plant growth [Stanhill
and Cohen, 2001℄. But even more important is its eet on the hydrologial yle, and on the
4
Sensitivity studies done by Wild et al. [2004℄ showed that a water vapor inrease of more than 10% would
be neessary to obtain LDR uxes large enough to ompensate for the reported SDR derease.
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Year Northern Hemisphere Southern Hemisphere Global
1958 187.3 Wm−2 196.2 Wm−2 191.8 Wm−2
1965 185.4 Wm−2 194.3 Wm−2 189.8 Wm−2
1975 181.7 Wm−2 193.7 Wm−2 187.7 Wm−2
1985 175.8 Wm−2 193.8 Wm−2 184.4 Wm−2
1992 167.1 Wm−2 176.0 Wm−2 171.6 Wm−2
Table 3.2: Annual means of spline tted global radiation, Stanhill and Cohen [2001, Table 4℄.
surfae energy budget, whih is losely onneted with the global warming and thus with our
ability to predit future limate hange.
An illustration of the global mean energy budget was presented in Figure 3.2 on page 15,
whih showed that the global radiation (the sum of the absorbed and reeted surfae short-
wave radiation in the gure) on a global annual mean was 198 Wm−2. But based on a global
network of stations, Stanhill and Cohen [2001℄ estimate this value to be about 192 Wm−2
in 1958 (see Table 3.2), and as low as 171.6 Wm−2 by 1992 (note again that the South-
ern Hemisphere hange has mainly happened after 1985). This is a derease of roughly 20
Wm−2. Doubts to the orretness of Figure 3.2, whih is based on theoretial models, was
also expressed by Cess et al. [1995℄, who by help of satellite and surfae measurements argued
that the loudy atmosphere in reality absorbed 25 Wm−2 more solar radiation, onsequently
lowering the surfae radiation term from 198 Wm−2 to 173 Wm−2. Considering the similar
magnitudes of the terms, it seems possible that the laimed overestimation of the surfae
insolation term found by Cess et al., and the dimming observed by Stanhill and Cohen are
somehow onneted. Either way, a reevaluation of the individual terms in the energy balane
would be in plae, as the dierene between the atual values and the ommonly aepted
values of Figure 3.2 may be substantial.
Observations of inreased and intensied preipitation as noted in the previous setion,
together with the fat that a warmer atmosphere an hold more moisture, have long been
interpreted as indiations of a strengthening of the hydrologial yle. Reent studies, how-
ever, have used the observations of dereased global radiation and onurrent dereased pan
evaporation over land to argue that the enhaned preipitation is primarily aused by hanges
in irulation patterns that inrease moisture advetion from the oeans [Wild et al., 2004℄.
The hydrologial yle may, in fat, be weakening as a result of global dimming:
As observed by Peterson et al. [1995℄ and Roderik and Farquhar [2004℄, as predited by
Roderik and Farquhar [2002℄ and as estimated by Liepert et al. [2004℄ and Wild et al. [2004℄
5
,
evaporation from land surfaes seems to be dereasing. The assoiated redued moisture
release into the atmosphere implies a redution in preipitation [Wild et al., 2004℄ and a
general prolonged residene time of water vapor in the atmosphere [Liepert et al., 2004℄. By
inferene, we should experiene a spin-down of the hydrologial yle. A onurrent global
warming and weakening hydrologial yle might to some sound like another paradox, but this
is perhaps beause the intensity of the hydrologial yle has traditionally been thought to be
dependent on temperature only. A ounter-evidene of this an be plainly demonstrated by
the fat that hemispheri evaporation is more substantial in winter than in summer [Ohmura
and Wild, 2002℄. It has been well established by Allen and Ingram [2002℄ (and again by the
simulations of Liepert et al. [2004℄ and Wild et al. [2004℄ above) that the intensity of the
hydrologial yle is more dependent on the availability of energy at the surfae than on the
availability of atmospheri moisture due to warming.
To this end, it is important to emphasize that the radiative foring of global dimming is
5
And yet, as dislaimed by Brutsaert and Parlange [1998℄ and Golubev et al. [2001℄, as noted on page 20.
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very large ompared to that of, for example, a arbon dioxide doubling. While the latter is
assoiated with a foring of 3.7 Wm−2 [IPCC, 2001, Setion 6.3.1℄, the dimming is estimated
to have foring values between 7 - 20Wm−2 [Liepert, 2002; Gilgen et al., 1998; Stanhill and
Cohen, 2001℄. Clearly, suh a large foring an not simply be projeted into the future. Still,
the trend in global radiation has on oasions been used  espeially in popular siene
media  to make preditions about the ourse of the surfae sunlight. If we were to use total
trends as plain indiations for the future, the results that will be presented in Chapter 5 would
indiate that global radiation in for example Copenhagen would have dereased by 100% in
about 500 years, leaving the area in eternal darkness. Similarly, in about 100 years, the sky
over Luleå would never be loudy. Global radiation as well as loud amounts undergo large
year-to-year-variations and do also vary on larger time sales. There is presently no way in
knowing exatly how loud amounts, loud properties and aerosol onentrations will evolve
within the next 500 years, and onsequently we an only make areful guesses about the ourse
of global radiation far into the future. The more lose future, however, an and should be
onsidered and estimated.
Considering the setions above, it beomes lear that GHG warming, ooling aused by
global dimming, and warming aused by dereased evaporation all interat to produe the
urrent rate of global warming, and that a hange in any of the three would result in a
hange in the rate of warming. As mentioned, there are some signs that the global dimming
is attenuating and even turning to a global radiation inrease; a "global brightening" [Power,
2003; Wild et al., 2005℄. If this turns out to be a global tendeny, the eets on the surfae
energy budget and thene the rate of warming may be substantial: On one hand, part of
the global warming that has been onealed by the dimming may again ome to the surfae,
revealing a new and more aelerated warming; On the other hand, in the absene of dimming,
the evaporative ooling may again be free to operate, and may in its own right dampen the
warming. This senario emphasizes the importane of understanding the auses of the observed
variations in global radiation.
Although statistial ollations of variables annot prove ause-eet relationships, they are
still a useful way to examine how variables hange orrespondingly, and may give ideas as to
what proesses are onneting them. The present study will give suh a omparison.
Chapter 4
Measurements, Stations and Data
analysis
4.1 Instruments and observation methods
In geophysis as well as in all other sienes it is ruial that data are measured and reorded
as aurately as possible. Over the times, new instruments have been replaing older ones and
systems or methods of observation have hanged. If the data are not homogenized and the
instruments are not regularly alibrated, a long and valuable time series may in fat beome
useless for interested in the future. When analyzing a set of data, are must therefore be
taken, and before trusting the results it is important to gain knowledge of how the data have
been olleted and stored. Below follow desriptions of how temperature, radiation and loud
amount have been measured at the stations I have studied, and a disussion of the redibility
of the respetive data.
4.1.1 Measuring temperature
The development and preliminary use of the thermometer took plae in Florene as early as in
the mid 1600s , but the Celius sale and hene a standard unit that would make reords from
dierent loations omparable, was not invented by Anders Celius until 1742 [Hartmann,
1994, p.205℄. Regular measurements ame into fashion even later. Today meteorologial
stations have standardized routines of observation, data storage and alibration, but is this
enough to seure the reliability of the temperature reords?
To protet the thermometers from warming by solar radiation they are kept in speial
shelters, painted white for minimal absorption and with slats to allow movement of air through
the box . Preautions like these learly minimize the dierene between the measured and
the real temperature, but must be followed up with regular maintenane. Dirty shelter walls
or dirt between the slats are both fators that may ause the thermometer to reord too
high temperatures. Another ause of erroneous temperature reords are hanges in the area
surrounding the observing sites. Growth of ities and onversion from elds and trees to
asphalt and tall buildings are responsible for the urban heat island eet, to whih 0.1 degrees
Celius of the 20th entury warming is said to be attributed [Hartmann, 1994, p.206℄. Similar
eets may arise from natural hanges of the landsape (for example the growth of a forest)
not related to human ativities.
If we want to know how muh limate is warming, it is important to be able to separate
the apparent and the atual temperature trend. By knowing the weaknesses of the instru-
ments and their observers and by knowing how external fators may inuene the data, we
are muh better prepared to draw realisti onlusions from temperature reords and to avoid
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misinterpretations. As the use of thermometer shelters is standard pratie on all meteoro-
logial stations, I will in the following assume that the stations in question have been doing
the neessary preautions so that the temperature reords are, in fat, a good piture of the
real temperature at the respetive sites.
4.1.2 Measuring radiation
The instrument used to measure solar radiation is alled a pyranometer and is shown in
Figure 4.1. When solar radiation is absorbed by the blakened sensor disk, the heat generated
is onverted to an eletri urrent, and the voltage of this urrent is then translated to watts.
While the rst pyranometer was onstruted in the 1920s, widespread measurements of solar
radiation did not begin before in the late 1950s [Wild et al., 2005℄.
From time to time, instruments are replaed by
newer and more upgraded versions, as will be seen
in the following setions on the respetive stations.
If the new and the old instrument has the slightest
dierene in the ways they reord solar radiation,
and if this is not somehow orreted for, a spurious
trend an be introdued to the time series after
the replaement. At plaes where the radiation
trend is both large and signiant, these kinds of
errors an most probably be negleted, but where
trends are small and insigniant there is always
the possibility that a hange in instruments may
Figure 4.1: An Eppley Preision Spetral Pyra-
nometer.
have aused it.
Aumulation of snow, dew, dust or pollution partiles on pyranometer installations an
also ause errors in the measurements if they are not regularly leaned. Aording to surfae
radiation projet hief at the NOAA, Ellesworth G. Dutton, there is a "general tendeny for
many types of improperly maintained pyranometers to lose sensitivity and impart an erroneous
dereasing signal in the data" [Dutton, 2005, private orrespondene℄. Additionally, some
instruments are unreliable when temperatures reah below a ertain level [Persson, 2000℄,
and when the zenith angle is very low [Jensen, 1996℄ these problems may be signiant
partiularly in high latitudes.
In general, omparisons between new and old instruments and regular alibrations im-
prove the validity of the solar radiation measurements. Alternatively, veriations of global
radiation data an be ahieved through ollation with radiation data in adjaent regions, or
through omparison with proxy data like evaporation or soil moisture. If data storage was
internationally standardized so that they always omprised reords of information suh as
instrument types, alibration and homogenization, this would greatly inrease the reliability
of the valuable radiation time series.
4.1.3 Measuring loud amount
The SYNOP loud amount data onsist of observations made by humans. Although more
and more of the meteorologial observations are done by help of instruments, some (like loud
amount and visibility) are still a reetion of the observer's subjetive assessment. The ad-
vantage of suh visual estimates is that data whih no instruments an properly measure are
inluded in the limate reord. A major disadvantage, however, is that the data's redibility
no longer an be taken for granted. Trends or events in these data may be artifats due to
the employment of a new observer or the degrading eye sight of an aging observer. Norris
[1999℄ states that artifats in observational data sets, and surfae-observed loud over in par-
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tiular, generally arise from three main soures: 1) hanges in observing pratie, 2) inorret
arhiving or individual observations; and 3) improper data redution. An example of 1) is the
international hange in 1874 from reporting loud over in fourths to reporting it in tenths.
Another hange was made in 1952 when observers were ordered to report loud over in otas.
Confusion related to these hanges may have aused errors of type 2).
The redibility of human estimates an, however, be improved in several ways. John Cap-
pelen at the limate department of the Danish Meteorologial Institute (DMI) explains that
the Copenhagen loud amount data is ompared to hours of sunshine and to loud amount
values at stations nearby [Cappelen, 2004, private orrespondene℄. This way deviating ob-
servations may be disovered and removed. Cappelen also mentions that when observations
have been made by trained observers, this generally speaks to the data's advantage. Similar
proedures have probably been used on the loud amount data from Germany, Sotland, Swe-
den and Norway. Alternative methods to verify the quality of loud observations is to observe
the hanges in mean irulation patterns, whih often give ideas of how the trend an be
expeted to evolve. For example, in northern Europe this pattern is dominated by the NAO.
The similarity between Figures 3.14 and 3.15 on page 27 illustrates the onnetion between
northern Europe loud amounts and the sign and strength of the NAO phase, featuring the
general inrease sine the 1940s and the apparent turn sine 1990. However, not all loations
follow the general tendeny, so this last method should only be used as a rough omparison.
Over the past two deades, loud observations have also been made by satellites, the
longest time series being that of the International Cloud Climatology Projet (ISCCP) whih
was established in 1982 [Rossow et al., 1996℄. Satellite observations have the great advantage
of global overage, but has several weaknesses as to loud lassiation and determination of
optial thikness, as mentioned on page 21. Still, as a measure of total loud overage, the
ISCCP data are valuable, and in a few deades (allowing the satellite data set to be a bit
longer) it will be interesting to see a omparative study of satellite and SYNOP measures of
loud amount.
4.2 The stations
In this thesis I will be looking at data from six dierent stations in north-western Europe.
Table 4.1 gives an overview of the stations, their loation and the length of the time series.
Below follows a short setion on eah station with more detailed information on loation,
measuring instruments, missing data and other fators that may have inuened the redibility
of the reords.
4.2.1 Hamburg station
The Hamburg station is urrently loated at 53
◦
39' N and 10
◦
07' E, 49 m above sea level.
On January 1st 1976, the Meteorologial Observatory moved the measurements from the
Station Country Coordinates Length of time series
Hamburg Germany 53
◦
N 10
◦
E 1954 to 2003
Copenhagen Denmark 55
◦
N 12
◦
E 1955 to 2003
Lund Sweden 56
◦
N 13
◦
E 1983 to 2003
Aberdeen Sotland, UK 57
◦
N 02
◦
W 1967 to 2003
Bergen Norway 60
◦
N 05
◦
E 1966 to 2003
Luleå Sweden 66
◦
N 22
◦
E 1983 to 2003
Table 4.1: Approximate oordinates and length of time series for the six stations.
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old station Hamburg-Fuhlsbüttel (53
◦
38' N, 10
◦
00' E, altitude 14 m) to a new building in
Hamburg-Sasel, whih is another suburb of Hamburg. This small shift within some kilometers
did aording to Klaus Behrens at the Deuther Wetter Dienst oe not aet the data in
any way, and the data from the two stations is thus regarded as a homogeneous time series
[Behrens, 2004, private orrespondene℄.
Kipp & Zonen pyranometers have been used to measure global radiation all through the
time series, but the model has been hanged twie. From the beginning in 1953 up to November
9th 1971, the pyranometer were of the CM2 type. From this date up to January 1st 1984,
the CM6 model was used, after whih the instruments were again hanged to the CM11 type.
Behrens stresses the fat that sine the Hamburg station has been responsible for a radiation
observatory, the pyranometers have been well taken are of and are regularly alibrated. This
strengthens the probability that the hanges in pyranometer models over the time series have
not signiantly aeted the quality of the data.
A few daily mean values were missing in the radiation time series. This was onsidered in
the alulation of monthly and annual means, and the redibility of the reord is not likely to
have been diminished by these few laking values.
For all the data, I have hosen to use the unit MJm−2 per year instead of Wm−2 to har-
aterize the amount of inoming radiation. This seemed to be the pratie at the majority of
the stations inluded, and data reeived in other units were therefore onverted to make the
omparison easier.
4.2.2 Copenhagen station
The Copenhagen data omprise data from two dierent stations. Global radiation, temper-
ature and preipitation are measured at the Royal Veterinary and Agriultural University
(RVA) at Taastrup, roughly 20 km west of Copenhagen at 55
◦
40' N and 12
◦
18' E. The
limate station has an elevation of 28 m above sea level and is freely exposed and surrounded
by grown elds. As loud observations are not exeuted at RVA, loud amount data will be
taken from Copenhagen airport, whih is loated at 55
◦
37' N and 12
◦
39' E, 5 m above sea
level. I will be referring to data from either of these stations as "Copenhagen data".
It was mentioned in Setion 4.1.3 on page 34 that Copenhagen loud amount values are
ompared to hours of sunshine and loud amounts at stations nearby. Cappelen [2004, private
orrespondene℄ also stresses that the loud amounts are observed by trained observers and
that there has been no hanges in the observing method. "The quality of the data is as good
as it an get", he says.
From the beginning of the time series and up to 1983, a type C5 Kipp & Zonen (K&Z)
pyranometer was used to measure global radiation at RVA. An instrument hange took plae
in 1984 to type C11 K&Z pyranometers, and again in 1994 when Eppley pyranometers were
introdued (see Figure 4.1 on page 34). The K&Z C5 pyranometer tends to overestimate
radiation ux densities at lower sun angles and at lower temperatures; in a omparison between
K&Z C5 and Eppley pyranometers the overestimation was found to range from 1.6% in June to
10% in Deember [Jensen, 1996℄. This may have aused a small part of the observed dereasing
trend. Comparisons between K&Z C11 and Eppley pyranometers have been done at RVA using
a referene box in whih the instruments are plaed and tested. These omparisons showed no
dierene between the two pyranometers [Kjaersgaard, 2004, private orrespondene℄, but as
the instruments were not tested at lower sun angles, this an not be taken as a solid veriation
of the onformity between the instruments. However, although these unertainties may have
aeted the reord, they an not be responsible for the entire large trend observed.
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4.2.3 Lund station
The station in Lund is loated at 55
◦
72' N and 13
◦
22' E. As loud amount and temperature
were not available here, these data had to be taken from Falsterbro, whih is loated 50 km
south-west of Lund at 55
◦
38' N and 12
◦
82' E, 73 m above sea level. I again assume that the
limate at Falsterbro is similar to that of Lund so that these two stations an be ompared.
Both radiation and limate data will be referred to as "Lund data".
In Lund, type C11 Kipp & Zonen pyranometers have been used ever sine the start in 1983,
and neither data olletion equipment nor methods have been hanged [Carlund, 2004, private
orrespondene℄. Aording to Persson [2000℄, the instruments have been alibrated regularly
throughout the period, guaranteeing homogeneity in the olleted data. Still, the possibil-
ity of errors is always present, and Persson estimates the total unertainty of pyranometer
measurements at the Swedish Meteorologial and Hydrologial Institute to be roughly 6% for
monthly values and 2.5% for annual values.
No limate data was missing at Lund, but May to Deember 2002 and January to Marh
2003 were missing from the radiation reord. I did not want to remove the years missing some
monthly means, and did therefore onstrut "typial radiation values" for eah month of the
year by taking the mean of eah monthly value available for a given month. The missing
months were then replaed with the "typial value" of the month in question. Espeially the
year 2002, missing 8 months of the year, should be evaluated arefully in the data analysis
following.
4.2.4 Aberdeen station
Radiation and loud amount are measured at Aberdeen station loated at 57
◦
13' N and 0
◦
2
14' W, 69 m above sea level. In order to save some of the data purhasing expenses, I hose
to attain temperature and preipitation from Leuhars (56
◦
23' N and 2
◦
53' W, 12 m above
sea level), where these variables were available for free. Leuhars is loated approximately 150
km southwest of Aberdeen, whih makes it somewhat dubious to use Leuhars temperatures
and preipitation as replaements for Aberdeen data. However, both are oastal stations, and
as there was a hoie between these limate data or none, they will be inluded in the data
set. The geographial dierene must be remembered in the further analysis.
As the monthly mean temperature was not available, I have instead used the mean of
the monthly maximum and the monthly minimum temperatures (T = Tmin+Tmax
2
). While no
values were missing from the preipitation, loud amount and temperature reords, the global
radiation reord had serious holes in it. The following months were missing:
1967: January to May
1986: February to Deember
1994: April to Deember
1995: all year
1996: all year
1997: all year
1998: January to May
2003: August to September
I have not sueeded in getting information on what aused these large periods of missing data.
The holes were like in the Lund data replaed by typial monthly values. There is obviously
some dangers in substituting so many data with estimations, but I deem this solution better
than a broken time series as long as an eye is kept on the the replaed data (espeially the
years 1994 to 1997) in the analysis later on.
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4.2.5 Bergen station
Global radiation, temperature and preipitation is taken from the limate station of the Uni-
versity of Bergen. Cloud amount is not measured here, and is therefore taken from the
Norwegian Meteorologial Institute station Bergen/Florida, loated at 60
◦
37' N and 5
◦
34'
E, 12 m above sea level. I will assume that the Bergen/Florida loud amounts orrespond
well to the loud amounts above the University station, and will refer to data from either of
the stations as "Bergen data". I have not sueeded in getting any information about type
of instruments, and an only hope that the data is homogeneous and does not ontain any
errors.
4.2.6 Luleå station
The station measuring global radiation at Luleå is loated at 65
◦
55' N and 22
◦
13' E, 17 m
above sea level. As limate data was not available from this station, temperature and loud
amount data had to be taken from Haparanta, whih was the losest alternative. Haparanta
has oordinates 65
◦
83' N and 24
◦
14' E, whih is about 50 km northeast of Luleå. Both are
oastal stations with similar limates, whih justies the assumption that Haparanta limate
values are a good representation of Luleå limate.
The instruments at Luleå have been the same as in Lund and hanges have ourred at
the same times see the subsetion on the Lund data for details.
4.3 Statistial Analysis of the data
Statistial analysis provides a basis for interpreting data, making it possible to present them
in an eetive and informative way. This is useful when having to deal with large sets of
observations. The following setion will give a brief review of the statistial methods applied
to the data in the urrent study, based on the theory of Johnson [1977℄. I will assume the
denitions of basi statistis like mean and variane to be known.
4.3.1 Correlation
Correlation analysis deals with the relationship between variables. Presented with two sets of
data, one might want to know if the two variables are onneted so that a hange in variable
x orresponds with a hange in variable y. If a positive hange in x is assoiated with a
positive hange in y, x and y are said to have a positive orrelation. If a positive hange in x
is assoiated with a negative hange in y, the orrelation is negative. One numerial measure
of suh a relationship is given by the Pearson's produt momentum orrelation oeient
(r), or simply the orrelation oeient. It is a measure of the linear relationship between
two variables, and assumes a value between −1 and 1. The value r = 1 ours only when
there is a perfet positive orrelation between x and y, likewise is r = −1 the perfet negative
orrelation. If r = 0, x and y are not orrelated aording to this test. It is however important
to emphasize that the Pearson's orrelation oeient is a measure only of the linear relation.
r = 0 an therefore not unonditionally be interpreted as a lak of orrelation, but merely as
a lak of linear orrelation; the variables may very well be orrelated in some other urvlinear
way.
To alulate the orrelation oeient between two variables x and y in a sample of size
n, we use the Pearson's orrelation oeient formula below:
r =
Sxy√
S2xS
2
y
(4.1)
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Here, the symbols stand for:
Sxy =
n∑
i=1
(xi − x¯)(yi − y¯)
S2x =
n∑
i=1
(xi − x¯)2
S2y =
n∑
i=1
(yi − y¯)2
Bars (x¯ and y¯) denote means. As will be stressed below, a orrelation between two variables
does not neessarily indiate that a hange in one of the variables is ausing a hange in the
other.
4.3.2 Signiane of orrelations
The validity of the orrelation oeient depends on the variability of the data and of the
number of samples in the test group. A high orrelation in a group of small size may not
represent a very good atual orrelation, while a small orrelation in a group of large size may
in fat be assoiated with a strong atual relationship between x and y. When interpreting the
orrelation oeient, it would therefore be useful to know how signiant the orrelation is.
Suh information might be ahieved by preforming the Student's t-test, whih gives a measure
of the probability that the given orrelation might our by hane (that it, the probability
that it would our even if the atual orrelation was equal to zero). The test ompares a
test statisti t to a ritial value tα/2, requiring the test statisti to have a higher value than
the ritial t-value for the orrelation to be signiant. α an be hosen to t the wanted
signiane level; for example, if we require an α value of 0.1 (t0.05), it is only 5% probable
that the given orrelation has oured by hane. If the test statisti is higher than t0.05, the
orrelation is said to be signiant on the 95% level, whih in standard sienti pratie is
usually deemed as "statistially highly signiant".
The test statisti t is based on the orrelation oeient r and the size n of the sample1,
and is given by:
t =
r
√
n− 2√
1− r2
(4.2)
A t table an then be used to nd the ritial tα/2-value orresponding to the hosen signi-
ane level.
4.3.3 Finding trends
To desribe how a variable hanges with respet to time, it is useful to look at the trend. One
way to derive the trend is to draw a straight line between the rst and the last value of the
time series. This method is obviously a bit inaurate as the rst and the last years may not
be representative for how the variable really evolves. Another method splits the time series
into periods of for example ve or ten years and alulates the means of eah period, the
1
It is important to note that Student's t-test requires that all n values are independent so that n equals
the number of degrees of freedom in that data set. This independene is normally just assumed, but as will
be disussed in Setion 4.3.4, there are some dangers in doing so.
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ourse of these means revealing the trend. There are several other ways to ompute a trend,
but I will be using the well aknowledged least squares method.
The least squares method nds the straight line that best ts the data, so that the square of
the distane between the observed values and the estimated line is as small as possible (hene
the name "least squares"). I will refrain from deriving the formula here, but it basially uses
the standard formula for a straight line y = α + βx and the observed values yi to determine
α and β so that Σ[yi − (α + βx)]2 is as small as possible. This gives the following estimates
βˆ and αˆ of β and α, respetively:
βˆ =
Sxy
Sx2
αˆ = y¯ − βˆx¯
The least squares t or the regression line is then given by
yˆ = αˆ+ βˆx (4.3)
To alulate how muh a variable has hanged over the entire time series, we simply nd the
dierene between yˆ(n) and yˆ(1), where n is the number of years.
It should be noted that the least squares method with proper equations an provide 2dn,
3rd or any order least squares ts to get inreasingly aurate estimates of the data (an nth
order least squares t to a data set of sample size n will give a perfet t). A seond order
least squares t is partiularly useful to investigate if a data set experienes a shift in the
trend, and if present, the maximum or minimum of the 2nd order t will denote the point of
hange between inrease and derease or between dereases and inrease, respetively. This
method will be used in the present study.
4.3.4 Autoorrelation
Autoorrelation an be a problem when a single variable is olleted at suessive points in
time, beause in some ases, the value of the variable in question may be dependent on its
value at the preeding observation. For example, the monthly mean loud amount for January
a given year may be high due to a strong positive NAO situation, whih also will provide high
February and Marh loud amounts. Situations like these indue a lak of randomness in the
data, so that the number of degrees of freedoms is redued. As the number of degrees of
freedom plays an important role in alulating the signiane of orrelations and regression
lines, a high autoorrelation may generate errors that interfere with our statistial evaluations,
and may in the worst ase ause us to aept a orrelation that in reality is not signiant. A
test for autoorrelation is therefore neessary to rule out and potentially repair these kinds of
mistakes.
Autoorrelation an exist at all levels, that is, a value x an be dependent on the value
preeding it, but there may also be a lag in the system so that it is dependent on the value
two samples before it, or three or four e.t.. The formula for the rst-order or lag-one auto-
orrelation r1 is given by:
r1 =
∑n
i=1(xi−1 − x¯)(xi − x¯)∑n
i=1(xi − x¯)2
(4.4)
To nd the signiane of r1, we use the Student's t-test as desribed above.
When studying two variables x and y, autoorrelations in one or both data sets an redue
the signiane of the orrelation between them. It is therefore useful to nd the number
of degrees of freedom, whih in most geophysial time series is smaller than the sample size
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[Ebisuzaki, 1997℄. The number of degrees of freedom, or the eetive sample size neff , is given
in Kristjànsson et al. [2002℄ as:
neff =
n
1 + 2r1r′1 + 2r2r
′
2
+ ...+ 2rnr′n
(4.5)
Here, ri (for values of i between 1 and n) is the lag i autoorrelation of the data series of
x-values, and r′i is the lag i autoorrelation of the data series of y values. neff an now be
used instead of n when alulating the test statisti t in equation 4.2 on page 39. As noted
by Ebisuzaki [1997℄, there are some risks in simply substituting n with neff in the t-test, and
more omplex methods are usually preferred when dealing with autoorrelations. However,
using the eetive sample size is undoubtedly muh better than simply assuming that all n
data points are independent, and so this will be pratied in the present study.
4.3.5 The importane of orret interpretation
Although being a powerful tool in data management, statistis may also be deeiving. When
preforming statistial analyses one an easily beome presumptive, seeking for example to
test a hypothesis when already determined to rejet it. Consiously or not, sientists may
disregard data that do not favor their theories, or inlude ertain loations or time periods only.
Moreover, "half true" results like these may our unprovoked in researh made on data sets
that are insuient in quality or spae-/time- distribution. Due to instrumental errors, lak
of trained observers, inadequate methods of data olletion or storing, hanges in instruments
or observational systems and many other things, data sets based on observations of natural
phenomenons often are. Figure 4.2 is an example of how trend analyses of isolated periods
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Figure 4.2: Global radiation at Copenhagen, shown with least squares t (LSF) trends of three
dierent periods.
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may tell entirely dierent stories than the total trend: the global radiation in Copenhagen
dereases by about 15% between 1959 and 1966 and inreases by 6% between 1984 and 1997,
but the entire period shows a derease of about 9%.
Another statistial interpretation issue whih is highly relevant in the urrent debate on
the eet of CO2 on global warming, or in the osmi ray-loud theory, is the problem of
orrelation and ausation. While the orrelation oeient tells us in what degree the two
variables in question are varying orrespondingly, it does not tell us whether or not one of
the variables is ausing the other to hange. Sine a orrelation may be spurious (that is,
it may be aused by a third unknown variable) the orrelation oeient may or may not
reet a ausative onnetion. Only in the light of a solid logial and physial basis should
the orrelation be interpreted in terms of ausation. However, due to the omplexity of the
limate system, where all the omponents are interonneted in a multitude of ways, this diret
onnetion between two variables may be extremely diult to prove. Qualied guesses are
frequently made by sientist promoting new theories. As new light is shed on these orrelation-
ausation theories, some of them are ultimately aepted, while other may be proved wrong.
Suh is the natural advane of mankind's aumulation of knowledge. New researh presented
through onvining statistis should therefore always be met with an open yet sharp and
ritial mind.
Chapter 5
Results
This hapter will present the results of my analysis of limate and radiation data from
the six stations desribed in the previous hapter. I will predominately be looking at global
Figure 5.1: The fog, although obsuring the en-
tire sky, lets through diuse radiation. Photo:
Camilla W. Johansen.
radiation, temperature and loud amount, but dif-
fuse radiation (see Figure 5.1) and preipitation
are also inluded for some stations. To give an
impression of typial values that these variables
assume, means of the years 1983 to 2003 are pre-
sented in Table 5.1. Note espeially the global
radiation values, as most meteorologists are used
to the unit Wm−2 and not Joule. The means are
based on the 1983 to 2003 period beause this is
the longest period where all variables are available
from all stations simultaneously, and thereby the
longest period for whih the stations may prop-
erly be ompared. This period will also be referred to in the following text, and the trends in
global radiation and loud amount for this spei period an be seen in Tables A.2 and A.3
in appendix A.
As an be seen from Table 5.1, the warmest station in this period is Hamburg, whih is
also the southernmost of the stations. The loudiest station (losely followed by Bergen) is
Aberdeen. Both are oastal stations and do typially have frequently overast, moist limates.
Bergen reeives the least global radiation, quite possibly due to its high loud amounts. The
station reeiving the most global radiation is Lund, but as one might expet this is not the
least loudy station: Luleå is by far the least loudy station and also the oldest. It beomes
lear from this omparison that the whole piture of how global radiation, louds and tem-
perature are onneted an not be revealed by a mere study of means. This hapter will
Station T [
◦
C℄ CA [1/8℄ R [MJm−2 per year℄
Hamburg 9.30 5.40 3420
Copenhagen 8.12 5.10 3506
Lund 8.64 5.03 3524
Aberdeen 8.71 5.82 3069
Bergen 7.30 5.81 2778
Luleå 1.80 4.82 3115
Table 5.1: 1983 to 2003 means in temperature (T), loud amount (CA) and surfae solar
radiation (R) at the six dierent stations.
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give a more thorough desription of trends and variations in the given variables at the six
stations, making use of the statistial methods desribed in the previous setion. Signiane
will always be stated on the 95% level.
5.1 Data from Hamburg
Temperature, loud amount and global radiation in Hamburg are presented in Figure 5.2 a,
Figure 5.2 b and Figure 5.3, respetively.
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Figure 5.2: (a) Annual mean temperatures at Hamburg, 1954 to 2003. (b) Annual mean loud amounts at
Hamburg, 1954 to 2003.
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Figure 5.3: Annual mean surfae solar radiation at Hamburg, 1954 to 2003.
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Hamburg temperatures have inreased by 1.6
◦
C (almost 20%) from 1954 to 2003, a
trend whih is signiant. There seem to be osillations between warm and old temperatures
with periods of roughly ten years, but this periodiity is neither reeted in the loud amount
nor in the radiation data.
Hamburg loud amounts have fallen steadily over the same period, adding up to a
signiant derease of 6.6%. 1959, 1982 and 2003 show very distint peaks of low loud
amounts, the two rst of whih oinide with years of relatively high annual temperatures.
The loudy years of 1966, 1978 and 1998 do however not seem to be assoiated with partiularly
old temperatures. In spite of a total dereasing trend, loud amounts may have reovered
sine about 1990, and the 1983 to 2003 ollation period has indeed seen an inrease of 1.9%
(not signiant). Whether or not this really is a turn in the trend or just a passing period of
higher values is too early to say.
Hamburg global radiation values have dropped by 1.7%, but the trend is not signiant.
In spite of the total derease, the time series seems to be made up by three periods of inrease;
one from the start in 1954 (and perhaps further bak) to 1959, one from 1960 to 1976 and
one from 1978 to 2003 (and perhaps longer). Remember from Setion 4.2.1 on page 35 that
the station hanged loation in 1976. Although the Deuther Wetter Dienst insists that the
entire reord is homogeneous, it seems suspiious that the most striking break in the time
series ours after this year. The instrument hanges in 1971 and 1984, do however not seem
to have aeted the reord. A periodiity of about 3 years seems to be present perhaps over
the entire time series, but is most pronouned in the 1978 to 2003 period. The low annual
mean loud amounts in 1959, 1982 and 2003 have possibly indued the high global radiation
values these years, while loudy 1978 and 1998 are the years of lowest radiation numbers.
In an analysis of global radiation data at six German stations, Liepert and Kukla [1997℄ re-
port of a mean derease of 10% between
1964 and 1990 (the same period of my
Hamburg data saw a similar global ra-
diation derease of about 7%). Interest-
ing to note, however, is that in spite of a
general derease in global radiation, they
nd a slight inrease in visibility, and
also a derease in loud amount; trends
whih one intuitively expet to be assoi-
ated with an inrease in global radiation.
This same unexpeted relationship (de-
reasing global radiation and dereasing
loud amounts) an be seen in my Ham-
burg data, both when onsidering the to-
tal trends and just the 1964 to 1990 pe-
riod. In the years following the period
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Figure 5.4: Seond order least squares t reveal a turn in
the trend in 1981.
analyzed by Liepert and Kukla (that is, 1991 to 2003), a similar but reverse relationship is
present (inreasing global radiation and inreasing loud amounts).
A more reent report on German global radiation data was published by Power [2003℄,
where data up to year 2000 was inluded. Power found that inluding these data turned the
total trend to an inrease due to high irradianes in the 1990s. This is onsistent with my
data, where a loser look at the 1983 to 2003 ollation period reveals that the global radiation
in Hamburg has seen an inrease (signiant not at the 95% but at the 90% level) over the
last two deades by 8.8%, see dotted line in Figure 5.3 on the preeeding page. In fat, as an
be seen in Figure 5.4, a seond degree least squares t shows a turn of the trend in 1981.
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5.1.1 Correlation between loud amount and global radiation in Hamburg
As seen above, both loud amounts and global radiation have dereased over the entire time
series (1954 to 2003), and inreased when isolating the 1983 to 2003 omparison period. This
might indiate a positive orrelation between the two variables, but a statistial analysis shows
otherwise: The annual mean orrelation oeient between loud amount and global radiation
is -0.54 and highly signiant. An investigation of the eetive sample size neff dened by
equation 4.5 on page 41 showed that neff was about 40 (sample size n = 50), suggesting that
a slight autoorrelation has redued the number of degrees of freedom and possibly orrupted
the redibility of the orrelation oeient. Performing a new t-test replaing n with neff
did however still leave the orrelation oeient well within the 95% signiane level (the
problems of simply performing a new t-test on the eetive sample size was disussed in
Setion 4.3.4 on page 40, but this method will still be used here as opposed to ignoring the
problem of autoorrelations altogether).
Correlation oeients between global radiation and loud amount for all stations and for
all the months of the year is given in Table A.1 in appendix A. For Hamburg there is a tendeny
for the orrelation to be stronger in the spring, summer and autumn than in the winter, the
highest orrelations ourring in May and July, with values of -0.89. These relatively good
orrelation oeients must be supported by an investigation of ause and eet: how are the
two variables onneted? As hanges in surfae insolation are not very likely to aet loud
amounts to the extent reeted by the high orrelation, the relationship is probably one-way
in the sense that it is hanges in loud amount that (possibly) indue hanges in the global
radiation by reeting and/or absorbing the inoming solar radiation. It may therefore be
useful to study trends in loud amounts on both annual and monthly basis, to see how global
radiation values respond to loud over hanges.
Table 5.2 gives a representation of monthly and annual trends in global radiation, loud
amount and temperature. Connetions that ould not be disovered by omparing the annual
trends may now be revealed. Keep in mind that perentage numbers may be deeiving: For
example, sine loud amounts are generally high during winter, a small wintertime hange may
have a large eet on global radiation. Also, a large perentual hange in wintertime radiation
values does not neessarily mean a great hange in the energy reeived by the surfae, as
Month R hange CA hange T hange
January -18.5%
∗∗
- 2.0% +2.5
◦
C
∗
February -14.0%
∗
- 4.9% +3.6
◦
C
∗∗
Marh - 9.3% - 1.9% +2.3
◦
C
∗∗
April - 3.3% - 5.7% +2.1
◦
C
∗∗
May - 6.4% -15.1%
∗∗
+2.0
◦
C
∗∗
June -10.5% + 2.3% +0.5
◦
C
July + 5.4% -12.4%
∗∗
+2.0
◦
C
∗∗
August +12.0%
∗∗
-18.4%
∗∗
+2.9
◦
C
∗∗
September -12.0%
∗
+ 6.2% +0.6
◦
C
Otober + 3.3% -11.4%
∗∗
-0.2
◦
C
November - 6.7% - 6.6% +0.4
◦
C
Deember - 6.7% - 7.6%
∗∗
+0.5
◦
C
Annual - 1.7% - 2.7%
∗∗
+1.6
◦
C
∗∗
Table 5.2: Perentual hanges in monthly and annual means of global radiation (R) and loud
amount (CA), and degree hanges in temperature (T) at Hamburg from 1954 to 2003. *
denotes 90% and ** denotes 95% signiane, respetively.
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radiation values are generally low in this season. Furthermore, a lak of relations between the
monthly loud and radiation data does not neessarily imply that the orrelation oeient
is spurious: The real relationship may be onned to proesses on even shorter time sales,
or proesses ating on spei times of the day. For example, a relatively small inrease in
loud amounts lose to noon when the Sun is highest on the sky an have a large eet on the
global radiation. Oppositely, large inreases in nighttime loud amounts have absolutely no
eet on global radiation. Even so, this rude omparison may give a piture of how muh of
the radiation hanges is aused by loud amount hanges, and how muh must be attributed
to other fators.
As seen in Table 5.2, the most signiant dimming is seen in January and February, with
18.5% and 14% global radiation derease, respetively. The dimming does not seem to be
aused by loud over hanges, as loud amounts also derease these months. Moreover, Jan-
uary and February orrelation oeients (see Table A.1 in appendix A) are the lowest of
all months. The May loud amounts have dereased signiantly with 15.1%, but this is not
as one might expet reeted by an inrease in global radiation, whih does in fat derease
by 6.4%. Meanwhile, July loud overs have dereased by 12.4%, possibly ausing the 5.4%
inrease in global radiation values this month. As noted above, May and July shared the
highest orrelation oeient of all monhts, so this does not appear to imply that the trends
hange orrespondingly. In general, June through Otober have global radiation trends that
seem to repsond to opposite loud over trends, while for all other months, both variables are
dereasing. This may be onneted to the high summer and autumn orrelation oeients,
but does not explain the high springtime orrelations.
5.2 Data from Copenhagen
Temperature, loud amount and global radiation in Copenhagen are presented in Figure 5.5
a, Figure 5.5 b and Figure 5.6 on the following page, respetively.
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Figure 5.5: (a) Annual mean temperatures at Copenhagen, 1955 to 2003. (b) Annual mean loud amounts
at Copenhagen, 1955 to 2003.
Copenhagen temperatures have inreased by 1.2
◦
C (about 17%) from 1955 to 2003, a
trend whih is signiant. A ten-year pattern resembling that in Hamburg is present although
perhaps not so pronouned; the two graphs are in fat very similar (see Figure 5.2 on page 44).
Copenhagen loud amounts have inreased signiantly by 7.6% over the same period.
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Figure 5.6: Annual mean surfae solar radiation at Copenhagen, 1955 to 2003.
This inrease orresponds well to the study of Tuomenvirta et al. [2000℄ on trends in Nordi
limate variables, who onlude that Nordi mean loud amounts have inreased steadily
sine 1940 (see Figure 3.15 on page 27). However, Tuomenvirta et al. note a turn in the
trend after 1990 (possibly temporary), while in my Copenhagen data the inrease seems to
ontinue. The years 1975 and 1982 were partiularly lear, whih was reeted in high global
radiation values. Oppositely did the loudy years of 1966, 1987 and 1998 probably ause the
low radiation values these years. In spite of inreasing loud over, preipitation levels have
not hanged signiantly.
Copenhagen global radiation has dropped by 9.6% from 1955 to 2003, a trend whih
is highly signiant. The year reeiving the most insolation was 1959, whih was also the
most radiated one in Hamburg (see Figure 5.3 on page 44). Cloud amounts are relatively
but not exeptionally low this year. While the Hamburg global radiation seems to reover in
2003 with a value that almost tangents the high
1959 value, Copenhagen values stay relatively
low. The turn in the radiation trend as ob-
served in Hamburg sine 1981 is not evident in
the Copenhagen data, where radiation ontin-
ued to derease throughout the period, possibly
due to the ontinued inrease in loud amounts.
This may be a sign that global dimming is still
going on in Copenhagen.
As mentioned in Setion 3.5.3, enhaned
aerosol loads an signiantly lower the amount
of solar radiation reahing the surfae. The plot
of measured SO2 onentrations in Figure 5.7,
does however indiate that the air in Copen-
hagen has beome leaner at least sine the late
1960s.
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Figure 5.7: Copenhagen SO2 levels from 1968 to
2003, based on data from the National Environmental
Researh Institute (http://www.dmu.dk).
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Month R hange CA hange T hange
January -14.2% + 3.1% +2.2
◦
C
∗
February -21.2%
∗∗
+ 1.5% +3.4
◦
C
∗
Marh -13.0%
∗
+10.4% +2.3
◦
C
∗
April - 7.1% + 6.7% +1.7
◦
C
∗∗
May - 3.6% + 3.4% +1.3
◦
C
∗∗
June -17.9%
∗∗
+25.9%
∗∗
-0.3
◦
C
July - 5.7% + 4.7% +1.2
◦
C
∗
August - 0.3% + 7.4% +2.0
◦
C
∗
September -17.4%
∗∗
+27.3%
∗∗
+0.2
◦
C
Otober -11.6%
∗
+ 0.8% -0.2
◦
C
November - 8.2% + 5.3% +0.2
◦
C
Deember -13.2% + 4.0% +0.9
◦
C
Annual - 9.6%
∗∗
+ 7.6%
∗∗
+1.2
◦
C
∗∗
Table 5.3: Perentual hanges in monthly and annual means of global radiation (R) and loud
amount (CA), and degree hanges in temperature (T) at Copenhagen from 1955 to 2003. *
denotes 90% and ** denotes 95% signiane, respetively.
5.2.1 Correlation between loud amount and global radiation in Copen-
hagen
The annual mean orrelation oeient between loud amount and surfae solar radiation is
-0.77 and statistially signiant. The eetive sample size was found to be very low (about 7,
while the total sample size is 49), but the orrelation was still kept within a 95% signiane
level when a new t-test was performed. As an be seen in Table A.1 in appendix A, the
orrelation oeients show pronouned seasonal variation. The lowest orrelations are seen
in February and Deember (both -0.76), while the highest value (-0.92) is found in June. The
plot in Figure 5.8 illustrates the strong opposite relationship in June loud amounts (solid
line) and global radiation (dashed line).
A study of the monthly trends given in Table 5.3 shows that the loud amount has in-
reased signiantly in June and September by 25.9 and 27.3 perent respetively. Possibly
as a result of this, global radiation has dereased signiantly in the same months. Note also
that temperatures have dereased (though not signiantly) in June. The largest solar radia-
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Figure 5.8: June loud amount (purple) and global radiation
(green) at Copenhagen, 1955 to 2003.
tion derease has happened in Febru-
ary, where the signiant fall of 21.2%
is mathed only by a slight inrease
in loud amounts. Altogether, the re-
lationship between the trend is muh
more simple than it was for the Ham-
burg data, sine for all months loud
amounts are inreasing and global ra-
diation is dereasing. Curiosities do
instead lie in inoherenes of the mag-
nitude of the hanges, as for the noted
February trends.
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5.3 Data from Lund
Temperature, loud amount and global radiation in Lund are presented in Figure 5.9 a, Figure
5.9 b and Figure 5.10, respetively.
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Figure 5.9: (a) Annual mean temperatures at Lund, 1983 to 2003. (b) Annual mean loud amounts at Lund,
1983 to 2003.
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Figure 5.10: Annual mean surfae solar radiation at Lund, 1983 to 2003.
Lund temperatures have inrease by 1.4
◦
C (about 17%) from 1983 to 2003. The trend is
signiant at the 90% but not the 95% level. The years 1985-1987 were (like the above stations)
relatively old, and the low 1996 drop was also seen in both Hamburg and Copenhagen.
Lund loud amounts have inreased by 3.1% (not signiant) over the same period.
Up to 1995 there seems to be a three-year periodiity in the loud amounts. 1987, 1991 and
1998 have very distint peaks of high loud amounts, whih have learly aeted the global
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radiation values. So have the lear years of 1992 and 2003, whih are reeted in high radiation
numbers.
Lund global radiation has as a ontrast to the dimming in Hamburg and Copenhagen,
experiened a signiant inrease of 7.7%. This is very interesting of two reasons: First of all,
the trend does not immediately seem to be explained by falling loud amounts, as a loud over
inrease of about 3% has already been established. Seondly, Lund is loated only some 40
km east of Copenhagen, where there was a global radiation derease of 0.7% (not signiant)
in the same period. Copenhagen loud amounts saw a signiant (at the 90% level) inrease
of 6% from 1983 to 2003, twie as large as the inrease in Lund.
A look at Figure 5.12 shows that while diuse radiation (lower urve) has dereased
by about 2% (not signiant), diret radiation (upper urve) has inrease by almost 23%
(signiant). An inrease in diret radia-
tion an indiate either a fall in loudiness
(whih is not the ase in Lund) or a derease
in the onentration of aerosols in the air.
As Lund is loated east (whih is generally
downstream) of the ity of Copenhagen, the
redution in SO2 levels there as shown in
Figure 5.7, may have resulted in a leaner
air in Lund, whih is observed at least in
Sweden in general (see Figure 5.11). Loal
emissions in Lund may of ourse also have
dereased.
Dereasing diuse and inreasing diret
radiation was also observed by Power [2003℄,
who attributed this feature to dereasing
aerosol onentrations. Other explanations
to the inreasing global radiation in Lund
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Figure 5.11: Sweden mean population weighted SO2
levels from 1987 to 2003, based on data from Sweden En-
vironmental Objetives (http://www.miljomal.nu).
may be hanges in loud properties (less reetive louds), or hanges in the diurnal distrib-
ution of the louds (more of the louds our at night).
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Figure 5.12: Annual mean diret (upper urve) and diuse (lower urve) radiation at Lund,
1983 to 2003. Trends are shown in dotted lines.
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Month R hange CA hange T hange
January - 5.1% +15.7% +1.0
◦
C
February - 8.3% + 7.9% +3.2
◦
C
Marh +37.7%
∗∗
-14.0% +1.9
◦
C
April +12.0% - 4.7% +1.9
◦
C
∗
May + 5.5% + 7.2% +1.4
◦
C
June + 9.4% - 3.2% +1.2
◦
C
July - 1.6% + 3.1% +1.5
◦
C
August +11.5% - 2.8% +2.6
◦
C
∗
September +13.6% - 5.2% +2.1
◦
C
∗
Otober + 3.4% +10.9% -0.4
◦
C
November - 9.2% +14.0% +0.8
◦
C
Deember + 2.0% + 6.0% +0.6
◦
C
Annual + 7.7%
∗∗
+ 3.1% +1.4
◦
C
∗
Table 5.4: Perentual hanges in monthly and annual means of global radiation (R) and loud
amount (CA), and degree hanges in temperature (T) at Lund from 1983 to 2003. * denotes
90% and ** denotes 95% signiane, respetively.
5.3.1 Correlation between loud amount and global radiation in Lund
The annual mean orrelation oeient at Lund is signiant and has the value -0.67. Al-
though the eetive sample size was found to be 11 (total sample size: 21), the orrelation
was still signiant when performing a t-test with this new value.
As an be seen from Table A.1 in appendix A, the orrelation is highest in April and July,
with orrelation oeients of -0.91 and -0.90, respetively. The lowest values are seen in
Otober and Marh with values of -0.64 and -0.69, respetively. Although the piture is not
quite lear, the louds and global radiation seem to be best onneted during summer.
The monthly trends in Table 5.4 reveal that global radiation is inreasing for the majority
of the months, and only January, February and November has fairly large dereasing trends.
The most striking and only signiant trend is seen in Marh, where radiation values have
inreased by 37.7%, and the largest fall (though not signiant) in loud amount is observed.
Note, however, that this was a month of low orrelation oeient ompared to the other
months. With exeption of May, Otober and Deember, the monthly global radiation trends
are assoiated with opposite loud over trends.
5.4 Data from Aberdeen
Temperature, loud amount and global radiation in Aberdeen are presented in Figure 5.13 a,
Figure 5.13 b and Figure 5.14 on the next page, respetively.
Aberdeen temperatures have seen a 0.9
◦
C (10.5%) inrease over the years 1967 to
2003, a trend whih is signiant. As maximum and minimum temperatures were available,
it was possible to investigate the monthly mean diurnal temperature (DTR) range, whih is
observed to be dereasing by about 0.2
◦
C per deaed on a global basis [Easterling et al., 1997℄.
In Aberdeen, however, the DTR has inreased by 0.14
◦
C over the entire period. Although
dierent from the global tendeny, positive DTR trends are observed over the entire British
Isles aording to Kaas and Frih [1995℄, supporting the orretness of the Aberdeen trend.
As the fall in DTR is often attributed to inreasing loud amounts, the slightly diminishing
loud over in Aberdeen may explain the inrease in DTR.
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Aberdeen loud amounts have dereased by 0.5%. However, this trend is not signiant,
and if replaing the extremely lear year of 2003 with the mean loud amount value, the
derease is turned to a 0.7% inrease. The highest loud amounts are found in 1980 and 1996,
but these years do not orrespond to the years of lowest global radiation values. Similarly
does the lear 2003 not have spesially high radiation values.
Aberdeen global radiation has strengthened by 1.4%, but the trend is not signiant.
The radiation also inreased in the 1983 to 2003 referene period (by about 1.3%), though not
signiantly. The lowest global radiation value is found in 1993, whih was the oldest of that
deade and relatively (but not exeptionally) loudy. The highest radiation values, found in
1975, 1981 and 1989, are similarly relatively lear. Curiously, a seond order least squares t
of the global radiation data shows an inreasing trend up to 1989, followed by derease.
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Figure 5.13: (a) Annual mean temperatures at Aberdeen, 1967 to 2003. (b) Annual mean loud amounts at
Aberdeen, 1967 to 2003.
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Figure 5.14: Annual mean surfae solar radiation at Aberdeen, 1967 to 2003.
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Figure 5.15: Annual mean preipitation at Aberdeen, 1967 to 2003.
Preipitation has inreased by nearly 15% at Aberdeen, but the inrease is not signiant.
As an be seen in Table A.5 in appendix A, the strongest inrease happened in June.
5.4.1 Correlation between loud amount and global radiation in Aberdeen
The orrelation oeient between loud amount and global radiation based on annual means
is -0.53 (signiant). Also when based on the eetive sample size neff , whih was only 19
(total sample size: 37), the orrelation was signiant. The orrelation does not show a very
pronouned seasonal variation, as an be seen from Table A.1 in appendix A, but values are
high in February, May, July and September, and lowest in November, Deember and August.
Aording to Table 5.5, the most pronouned global radiation hange an be seen in
January, where there has been an inrease of 32% (signiant). Although this is a very
dramati trend, radiation numbers are generally low in winter so that a given perentual
hange does not aet the total trend as muh as if the same hange had happened in summer.
Also February, Marh and May show high inreasing trends, and are probably the reason that
Month R hange CA hange T hange
January +32.0%
∗∗
-7.8% +0.3
◦
C
February +14.4% -7.4%
∗
+1.8
◦
C
∗
Marh +15.5%
∗∗
-3.1% +1.5
◦
C
∗
April + 0.5% +3.7% +1.0
◦
C
∗
May +13.1%
∗
-7.8% +1.5
◦
C
∗∗
June - 9.2%
∗∗
+7.3%
∗
+0.6
◦
C
July - 4.0% +3.6% +0.7
◦
C
August - 1.6% +1.3% +1.1
◦
C
∗
September + 0.3% +1.1% +0.6
◦
C
Otober + 1.0% -0.8% -0.2
◦
C
November - 7.0% +6.7% +1.6
◦
C
∗
Deember - 6.7% -1.0% -0.3
◦
C
Annual + 1.4% -0.5% +0.9
◦
C
∗∗
Table 5.5: Perentual hanges in monthly and annual means of global radiation (R) and loud
amount (CA), and degree hanges in temperature (T) at Aberdeen from 1967 to 2003. *
denotes 90% and ** denotes 95% signiane, respetively.
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the high signiant derease of June and July does not dominate the total trend of +1.4%. The
inreasing trends of January, February, Marh and May are mathed by relatively high (but
not signiant) dereases in loud amount, and the fall in June and July radiation numbers
are reeted in loud amount inreases.
5.5 Data from Bergen
Temperature, loud amount and global radiation in Bergen are presented in Figure 5.16 a,
Figure 5.16 b and Figure 5.17, respetively.
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Figure 5.16: (a) Annual mean temperatures at Bergen, 1966 to 2003. (b) Annual mean loud amounts at
Bergen, 1966 to 2003.
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Figure 5.17: Annual mean surfae solar radiation at Bergen, 1966 to 2003.
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Bergen temperatures have inrease by 0.4
◦
C (about 6%) from 1966 to 2003, a trend
whih is not signiant. The oldest years in Bergen are 1979 and 1986, whih were also
the oldest in Aberdeen and among the oldest in Copenhagen and Hamburg. 1979 an be
reognized in the radiation plot (Figure 5.17 on the preeding page) as the darkest year of the
time series, but uriously this year was not partiularly loudy.
Bergen loud amounts have inreased by about 3%, but the trend is not signiant.
1967, 1983 and 1998 were the loudiest years, ausing low global radiation values. The lear
year of 1968 reeived muh radiation, while 1985 in spite of few louds had an annual mean
radiation below the mean.
Bergen global radiation values have dereased by 1.8% over the entire period, a trend
whih is not signiant. Isolating the referene period 1983 to 2003 reveals that the last two
deades have experiened an inrease in global radiation of about 3.4% (not signiant), a
feature whih is onrmed by a seond degree least squares t showing a turn in the trend
from negative to positive in 1989.
As an be seen in Figure 5.18 on the next page, emission rates of SO2 in Norway in general
show a lear dereasing trend sine 1980. The emissions seem to level out in the early 1990s,
muh like the Sweden SO2 onentrations in Figure 5.11 on page 51.
5.5.1 Correlation between loud amount and global radiation in Bergen
The annual mean orrelation oeient between louds and global radiation in Bergen is -0.74
and signiant. As an be seen in Table A.1 in appendix A, however, the monthly orrelation
oeients are generally muh higher: The highest value (-0.97, signiant) is found in August,
but July and September are also very high. The lowest value of -0.76 is seen in November. It
seems that the orrelation is again strongest during summer and early autumn, and weakest
during winter.
As an be seen from Table 5.6, neither the total nor any of the monthly trends in the
Bergen radiation data are signiant, while only the April trend in the loud amount data is
signiant. Nevertheless, a study of the trends and their relations may still prove to be useful.
The largest falls in global radiation values are found in January through April, all of whih
experiened onurrently inreasing loud overs. The April global radiation has dereased by
Month R hange CA hange T hange
January - 8.3% + 7.6% +1.0
◦
C
February - 9.9% +13.0% +0.8
◦
C
Marh -10.1% + 7.9% +0.4
◦
C
April - 9.3% +14.7%
∗
+2.0
◦
C
∗
May +11.5% - 9.5% -0.8
◦
C
June - 6.9% + 8.6% -0.1
◦
C
July - 3.3% + 1.1% +0.7
◦
C
August - 6.5% + 6.7% +0.5
◦
C
September +15.9% - 4.8% +0.7
◦
C
Otober + 2.0% - 2.5% -0.7
◦
C
November +12.7% - 2.9% +0.9
◦
C
Deember + 0.3% - 1.6% -0.2
◦
C
Annual - 1.8% + 3.1% +0.4
◦
C
Table 5.6: Perentual hanges in monthly and annual means of global radiation (R) and loud
amount (CA), and degree hanges in temperature (T) at Bergen from 1966 to 2003. * denotes
90% and ** denotes 95% signiane, respetively.
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Figure 5.18: Norway mean SO2 emissions from 1973 to 2003, based on data from State of
Environment Norway (http://www.environment.no/).
9.3%, possibly as a response to the 14.7% inrease in loud amounts. Similar relationships an
be seen from January to Marh and from June to August. As for the remaining months, there
has been a derease in loud amount that has been followed by inreasing global radiation,
whih supports the presene of a strong negative relationship between the two variables, also
reeted in signiant monthly orrelations.
5.6 Data from Luleå
Temperature, loud amount and global radiation in Luleå are presented in Figure 5.19 a,
Figure 5.19 b and Figure 5.20 on the next page, respetively.
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Figure 5.19: (a) Annual mean temperatures at Luleå, 1983 to 2003. (b) Annual mean loud amounts at
Luleå, 1983 to 2003.
Luleå temperatures have inrease by about 1.5
◦
C from 1983 to 2003, a trend whih is
signiant. The years 1985-1987 were as for all the stations above relatively old, and are
sine the time series starts just around this old period partly responsible for the high
trend.
Luleå loud amounts have dereased signiantly by 9.6% over the same period. The
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Figure 5.20: Annual mean surfae solar radiation at Luleå, 1983 to 2003.
lear period of 1994 to 1997 is reeted in high global radiation values, a onnetion also
apparent in 1985 and 2002. Similarly do the loudy years of 1991 and 1998 seem to have
inhibited the insolation, leaving global radiation values low these years.
Luleå global radiation values have inreased by 6.3%, but the trend is not signiant.
Like in Lund, the diret radiation (upper urve
in Figure 5.21) has inreased the most; 24%
from 1983 to 2003. The diuse radiation (lower
urve in Figure 5.21) has dereased by about
11%. These trends are quite possibly onneted
to the large derease in loud amounts, but a
similar eet an be ahieved through a de-
rease in aerosols. The onentration of sul-
phate aerosols, whih are partiularly eient
satterers, has indeed dereased in Sweden in
general (see Figure 5.11 on page 51), but as
Luleå is a rather rural station, the aerosol lev-
els were probably not too elevated to begin
with.
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Figure 5.21: Annual mean diret (upper urve) and
diuse (lower urve) radiation at Luleå, 1983 to 2003,
trends shown in green dotted lines.
5.6.1 Correlation between loud amount and global radiation in Luleå
As an be seen in Table A.1 in appendix A, the annual mean orrelation oeient has the
value -0.77 and is signiant, also when using the eetive sample size of 7. The highest
orrelations are found in August (-0.94), September (-0.92) and Marh (-0.90) and not in June
or July as expeted when onsidering the pattern at the other stations. Deember has the
lowest value (-0.54) and the orrelation generally seem weaker in the winter months.
Table 5.7 on the next page shows that there has been a striking signiant inrease of
35.2% in September global radiation values, whih may be the result of a derease (also
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Month R hange CA hange T hange
January + 4.5% - 1.3% +3.8
◦
C
February - 3.8% + 6.3% +3.1
◦
C
Marh +16.6%
∗
-30.7%
∗∗
+1.2
◦
C
April + 0.8% - 8.3% +0.7
◦
C
May + 5.4% -14.1% -0.4
◦
C
June - 3.6% - 7.3% +0.8
◦
C
July + 5.6% -25.9%
∗∗
+2.4
◦
C
∗
August +16.7% -26.9%
∗
+2.2
◦
C
∗
September +35.2%
∗∗
-21.5%
∗∗
+1.2
◦
C
Otober - 3.9% - 2.8% -0.9
◦
C
November - 4.5% +25.8% +2.0
◦
C
Deember -11.2% - 2.7% +2.0
◦
C
Annual + 6.3%
∗
- 9.6%
∗∗
+1.5
◦
C
∗
Table 5.7: Perentual hanges in monthly and annual means of global radiation (R) and loud
amount (CA), and degree hanges in temperature (T) at Luleå from 1983 to 2003. * denotes
90% and ** denotes 95% signiane, respetively.
signiant) of 21.5% in loud amounts. Also July and August experiene large enhanements
in radiation and equally large falls in loud amounts. The largest loud amount trend is the
30.7% derease seen in Marh, a trend whih also seems to be followed by a signiant inrease
in radiation. In November the loud amounts have inreased by 25.8%, whih is mathed by
a slight derease in radiation values. From this table, the relationship between loud amounts
and global radiation at Luleå seems to be very straight-forward. A possible explanation to
this is that Luleå is loated far from any large polluting ities, so that the absene of aerosols
is making the global radiation-loud amount relationship more simple.
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6.1 The signiane of loud amounts for global dimming
All the stations analyzed in the present study have signiant negative orrelations between
loud amounts and global radiation (see Table A.1 on page 74). Even so, as an be seen from
the map in Figure 6.1 on the next page, the trends for the two variables are at some loations
(Hamburg and Lund) progressing in the same diretion. This demonstrates that although
the amount of louds has substantial inuene on the amount of solar radiation reahing the
surfae, proesses ating on dierent time sales or proesses that aet solar radiation without
altering the loud over, an outbalane the eet of annual mean loud amounts on global
radiation, produing trends that seem to ounterat the orrelation.
Hamburg has seen a derease in annual mean loud amounts aompanied by a derease
in global radiation. Assuming that there are no errors in the reords, this indiates that the
trend in global radiation is also aeted by fators other than loud amount. This onlusion
is supported by the fat that the unexpeted positive relationship between loud amounts and
global radiation is also seen in the monthly trends, presented in Table 5.2 on page 46: Par-
tiularly large dereases in January and February global radiation are for example assoiated
with slightly dereasing loud amounts. A similar example is seen in the turn of the global
radiation trend from negative to positive in the early 1980s (Figure 5.3 on page 44), assoiated
with a orresponding turn in loud amounts (Figure 5.2 on page 44). As I an see no physial
mehanism that would link hanges in the two together in suh a way, the positive relationship
between the trends is possibly oinidental.
An explanation to the falling loud amounts may be found in the strengthening positive
NAO situations, provided that Hamburg is loated suiently southward to fall under the
region where a positive NAO index is assoiated with old and dry winters. Indeed, Ham-
burg loud amount trends have been negative throughout all the winter months, as would
be expeted in southern Europe in the wake of a strengthening positive NAO. A onnetion
between Hamburg loud amounts and the NAO would additionally explain the turn in loud
amounts in the early 1990s, after whih a weakening of the NAO (see Figure 3.14 on page 27)
may have aused limate to return to more "normal", wet winters. Alternatively, some other
mehanism may be present in this region, that makes the loud over respond to the NAO
phase in a way ontrary to what is expeted.
As for the dimming observed in Hamburg at least up to 1981, the ndings of Liepert and
Kukla [1997℄ point to a derease in loud transmissivity over Germany, possibly linked to more
frequent ourrene of multi-layered loud overage or hanging loud types fators whih
would both lead to dereased global radiation. Liepert and Kukla also mention the possibility
of an inrease in the indiret aerosol eet, in whih small partiles inrease the albedo of
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louds. This is onsistent with the heavy load of pollution in the East Blo ommening in
the early 1980s [Krüger et al., 2004℄.
Similarly, the dramatially urbing emissions after the fall of the Berlin wall may have
been responsible for the noted inrease in global radiation over the past two deades. In fat,
Krüger and Graÿl [2002℄ observed a 2% derease in mean loud albedo over Germany between
the late 1980s and the late 1990s, possibly due to a derease in the magnitude of the indiret
aerosol eet. Additionally, the diret eet of aerosols has probably ontributed to both the
dimming and the subsequent brightening.
Copenhagen experiened the most dramati dimming of the stations analyzed, and has
seen a substantial inrease in loud amounts over the same period. The negative orrelation
oeient between loud amounts and global radiation is high and signiant, and as an be
seen in Table 5.3 on page 49, inreases in loud amounts seem to be followed by equally large
redutions in global radiation for all the months of the year. An exeption to this an be
found in February, where a small inrease in loud amount is mathed by a very large global
Figure 6.1: Global radiation (R) and loud amount (CA) trends at Hamburg (HAM), Copen-
hagen (COP), Lund (LUN), Aberdeen (ABE), Bergen (BER) and Luleå (LUL). Note that
the time periods (given in paranthesis after the station names) are dierent from station to
station.
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radiation derease, whih may instead have been aused by other proesses suh as inreased
loud reetivity or inreased aerosol onentrations. But on an annual basis, Copenhagen
SO2 onentrations have dereased signiantly sine the 1970s. This may on some level have
aeted the surfae insolation, but on a total, the expeted positive eet of redued aerosol
onentrations on global radiation has been outweighed by the loud amount hanges.
Conlusively, the dimming in Copenhagen seems to be driven mainly by inreasing loud
amounts, possibly aused by the observed strengthening of positive NAO situations.
Lund has experiened a onurrent inrease in global radiation and inrease in loud amounts.
However, on a monthly basis, the trends in loud amounts are generally assoiated with oppo-
site trends in global radiation (see Table 5.4 on page 52). Although this may seem inoherent,
it is possible for the sign of the trends to be equal on the annual basis and opposite on the
monthly basis beause the magnitude of the monthly trends vary in suh a way that the annual
trends (whih are merely the means of the monthly trends) both add up to be positive.
The fat that the annual trends propagate in the
same diretion while the annual mean orrelation oe-
ient is negative (see Figure 6.2), may seem like another
paradox. The sign of the long-term trends do play a role
for the orrelation, but it is the year-to-year variations
that dominate the sign and magnitude of the orrelation
oeient. This means that for two negatively orre-
lated variables with trends propagating in the same di-
retion, the orrelation value tends to be weakened om-
pared to if none of the variables had any trends. Op-
positely will opposite trends strengthen a negative or-
relation ompared to a no-trend situation. This an be
illustrated by reating loud amount (CA) and global ra-
diation (R) reords where trends are removed, and om-
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Figure 6.2: Illustration showing that
global radiation and loud amounts an
have trends of same sign although being
negatively orrelated.
paring the orrelation oeients of these to those of the original R and CA time series:
Hamburg R and CA orrelation (both R and CA trends are falling):
Normal orrelation: -0.54
Trends removed: -0.63
Lund R and CA orrelation (both R and CA trends are inreasing):
Normal orrelation: -0.67
Trends removed: -0.88
Copenhagen R and CA orrelation (the R trend is falling and the CA trend is inreasing):
Normal orrelation: -0.77
Trends removed: -0.69
In both Hamburg and Lund, where R and CA trends move in the same diretion, this has
weakened the orrelation oeient, while at Copenhagen, the opposite trend has made the
orrelation higher.
The ause of inreasing loud amounts in Lund is probably found in the observed strength-
ening of positive wintertime NAO situations, whih is supported by the fat that Otober
through February loud amounts have inreased throughout the period (see Table 5.4 on
page 52). But the explanation to the global radiation inrease is more omplex: Marh, April,
June, August and September have seen the strongest positive radiation trends, and these
months have onurrently experiened the largest falls in loud over. This indiates that the
brightening in Lund is aused by dereasing loud amounts in spite of the positive trend in
annual mean loud over, aused by the strong wintertime inreases.
In addition to dereased loud over in the months of strongest brightening, dereased
SO2 levels in Sweden in general, and a noted derease in pollution from Copenhagen, have
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possibly lead to a learer air in Lund, allowing more solar radiation to reah the surfae. This
is orroborated by the observed 23% inrease in diret radiation in Lund. Moreover, if aerosol
onentrations are dereasing, this may be lowering loud reetivities through a weakening
of the indiret aerosol eet, inreasing global radiation further. The trend in global radiation
in Lund is most probably a result of all these eets.
Aberdeen has seen a small inrease in global radiation, assoiated with an even smaller
derease in loud amounts. The negative orrelation oeient, although the lowest of all six
station, is signiant. As an be seen in Table 5.5 on page 54, annual and monthly trends are
generally opposite, and the months of largest radiation inrease oinide with the months of
largest loud over redutions. While this speaks for a strong dependene of global radiation
values on loud over, the lak of aordane between extremes in the two variables, and the
very large magnitude of the January, February and Marh global radiation trends (see Table
5.5) ompared to the loud amount values indiate the inuene of other eets. A suggestion
to suh an eet ould be a derease in wintertime loud albedos, possibly through a derease
in the magnitude of the rst indiret aerosol eet.
It is worth to note that while loud amounts have seen a slight derease, preipitation
rates have inreased by 15%. This may be aused by one of two things: As mentioned, loud
amounts are observed in Aberdeen while preipitation data are taken from Leuhars, some 150
kilometers south-west of Aberdeen. Quite possibly, Leuhars preipitation levels are not a very
good piture of the preipitation in Aberdeen, beause although both are oastal ities, loal
features like lis and hills may aet the individual preipitation patterns. Alternatively,
preipitation is inreasing in Aberdeen in spite of dereasing loud amounts. An explanation
to this might be found in the seond indiret eet, where inreased aerosol loads inhibit
preipitation as aounted for in Setion 2.3.2 on page 11. If aerosol onentrations have
dereased in Aberdeen like they have done in Great Britain in general (there has been a
74% derease in sulphur emissions between 1970 and 1998 [Curtis et al., 1998℄), this may have
weakened the aerosols' seond indiret eet on the louds, and lead to inreased preipitation.
Although global radiation values appear to be at least partly ontrolled by the amount of
louds, neither the loud amount nor the global radiation trends are statistially signiant.
Moreover, the large holes in the radiation time series as ommented upon in Setion 4.2.4
on page 37, make the weak trend even more unertain. One should therefore refrain from
attahing too muh importane to these results.
Bergen loud amounts have seen a slight inrease over the 38 years onsidered, while global
radiation has been dereasing. A turn in the radiation trend in 1989 from negative to positive
does not appear to be assoiated with loud amount hanges, and indiates that other proesses
are aeting the global radiation values. A possible explanation to the turning radiation trend
an be found in attenuated aerosol onentrations: Emissions of SO2 in Norway are urbing
and have seen a signiant drop sine the late 1980s, whih may have aused the inreasing
surfae insolation after this period.
The fat that loud amounts have inreasing monthly trends from January through April
(see Table 5.6 on page 56) may be an indiation that they are aused by the inreasing
positive NAO situations, but the dereasing trends of September through Deember do not
support this. Cloud over trends are assoiated with opposite global radiation trends for
all the months of the year, indiating that although pollution levels have ontributed to the
variations in global radiation, loud amounts are the dominant ause of the radiation hanges.
Luleå has experiened signiantly dereasing loud amounts, onurrent with a signiant
inrease in global radiation. On a monthly basis, loud amount trends are generally assoiated
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with opposite trends in radiation. Exeptions to this are June, Otober and Deember, where
dereasing loud amounts oinide with dereasing global radiation. This is perhaps most
mysterious in June, whih in Luleå is a part of the arti summer with sunshine twenty-four
hours a day: The observed 7.3% fall in loud amounts this month must inevitably have aeted
the amount of radiation reahing the surfae. An explanation to this apparent ontradition
ould be a simultanous inrease in the reetivity of the louds present, possibly outweighing
the loud over derease.
All things onsidered, the aordane between the annual trends, and the fat that the
orrelation oeient between loud amounts and global radiation at Lund is greater than at
any of the other stations, all imply that loud amount is the most important fator for the
surfae insolation trend. This ould be explained by the fat that Luleå is loated in a rather
rural area, and lies downstream only of the moderately large ity of Bodø. The absene of (or
at least, the very low amounts of) pollution and partiularly arbon and sulphate aerosols,
may have allowed global radiation values respond to loud amount hanges in this straight-
forward way.
6.2 Comment on data quality
Do the analyzed data give a good piture of what is really happening, or have unertainties in
instruments or observations made the time series unreliable? A brief introdution to problems
assoiated with errors in the pyranometer instruments was given in Setion 4.1.2 on page 34.
The onlusion was that the instruments an indeed ause erroneous data, whih may be
(partly) responsible for the trends observed. Additionally, inorret or insuient treatment
of the data may also provoke errors, and that there are several things one should be aware of:
• Before statistial analyses of any trends in the data an be valid, the reord must satisfy
several riteria related to homogeneity and stationarity.
• Potential autoorrelations must be explained and preferably removed.
• When data sets are ompared, it is important that these are based on data of same
resolution and same period in time.
• In order to get estimates of what the widespread variation may be (that is, in order to
nd the mean trend in areas onsisting of many stations), data sets from stations that
do not show signiant trends need to be averaged in with those that do.
In the present study, an outline of the redibility of the radiation data was given for eah
station in Setion 4.2 on page 35. There are great shortomings in this overview due to
diulties in ahieving information from the respetive stations, but a summary an still be
given: The instruments in Hamburg seem to be well maintained and regularly alibrated, but
the broken appearane of the global radiation graph, and espeially the jump after 1976 when
the station moved loation (see Figure 5.3 on page 44), makes me question its redibility. In
Copenhagen, some alibrations have been done, but these have not happened regularly and
there are also some doubts as to instrument maintenane. Lund and Luleå have the advantage
of no instrument hanges in the period examined, and regular alibrations have been exeuted.
On the other hand, very large trends are observed at these two stations ompared to the four
other stations, whih is onspiuous but not neessarily erroneous. Aberdeen and Bergen
oered no information about instrumentation types and homogenization, and Aberdeen did
additionally have large holes in the radiation series.
An estimate of the total unertainty of pyranometer measurements due to instrument
errors, improper maintenane and data aquisition errors was given for the Swedish annual
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Station Observed trend Spurious +5% Spurious -5%
Hamburg - 1.7% + 3.3% - 6.7%
Copenhagen - 9.6% - 4.6% -14.6%
Lund + 7.7% +12.7% + 2.7%
Aberdeen + 1.4% + 6.4% - 3.6%
Bergen - 1.8% + 3.2% - 6.8%
Luleå + 6.3% +11.3% + 1.3%
Table 6.1: Error estimates of the observed global radiation trends.
global radiation values to be about 2.5% [Persson, 2000℄. As this estimate onsider the most
important soures of errors, and as it is based on the Kipp & Zonen pyranometers used at
majority of the six stations analyzed, I will use this value to give a rough quantiation of
the possible error in the presented global radiation trends. In theory, an unertainty of 2.5%
should mean that if the instruments measured 2.5% too high values in the beginning of the
time series, and slowly degraded into measuring 2.5% too low values at the end, this would
reate a spurious falling trend of 5%. The other way around, one ould imagine a spurious
inreasing trend of 5%. These senarious are not very likely, but give an impression of the
largest possible errors. Presented in Table 6.1 are the observed trends together with what the
atual trends would be if unertainties in instruments and measuring have reated spurious
trends of +5% and -5%, respetively. The large and signiant trends of Copenhagen, Lund
and Luleå will have been propagating in the same diretion regardless of the size and sign of
a potential spurious bakground trend. The remaining stations, however, had smaller trends
that were not statistially signiant, and as a result the sign of the atual trend may depend
on the presene of errors. Yet it may also be that these reords are of high quality and that
the small trends are genuine, although not signiant. Conlusively, the possibility of errors
in the radiation reord is present and should be regarded.
I have onsidered the problem of autoorrelations, and hosen to perform simple signi-
ane tests after orreting the degrees of freedom as explained in Setion 4.3.4 on page 40.
This has hopefully ruled out the existene of serious autoorrelation-related errors, and has in
any ase improved the validity of the data ompared to disregarding the problem altogether.
I have also been areful not to ompare trends over dierent time period, and a summary of
hanges and variations in the 1983 to 2003 period will be given in the following setion.
As for the SYNOP data, problems onerning loud amount measurements were addressed
in Setion 4.1.3 on page 34. It is diult to assess the quality of the loud over reords at the
individual stations as one must assume that a wide variety of observers have been involved,
and as I have no information about whih of the stations (beyond Copenhagen) that have
ompared loud amount data to that of nearby loations and hours of sunshine. But indiret
onrmations of loud over trends an be found through looking at the diurnal temperature
range (DTR) trend: Inreasing loud amounts generally are assoiated with dereasing DTRs
as an inrease in the longwave absorption by nighttime louds tend to heighten the minimum
temperatures and hene the DTR. Aording to Kaas and Frih [1995℄, both Copenhagen and
Bergen experiened dereasing DTRs, strengthening the redibility of the observed inreasing
loud amounts at these loations. Oppositely are falling loud amounts in Aberdeen onrmed
by a slight inrease in the DTR. Hamburg loud amounts up to 1990 were moreover onrmed
by the observations of Liepert and Kukla [1997℄.
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6.3 Comparing the 1983 to 2003 trends at the six stations
As mentioned, the 1983 to 2003 period is the longest period from whih both global radiation
and loud amount were available at all six stations simultaneously, and thus the longest period
in whih omparison between the stations is really valid. Tables A.2 and A.3 in appendix
A show monthly and annual trends over this period for global radiation and loud over,
respetively.
Over the period in question, all stations have seen inreasing global radiation values exept
Copenhagen (Table A.2), whih is also the only station with a signiant inrease in loud
amounts (Table A.3). While Hamburg, Lund and Luleå all experiened signiant inreases in
radiation, only Luleå had a signiant fall in loud over that ould explain this brightening.
In fat, loud amounts inreased in both Hamburg and Lund. On a monthly sale, the
geographially losest stations Hamburg, Copenhagen and Lund display resemblanes in both
global radiation and loud over trends. However, dissimilarities between Copenhagen and
Lund are present and will be ommented upon below. In fat, Lund and Hamburg are more
alike in monthly global radiation trends than Lund and Copenhagen, who on the other hand
are most alike in monthly loud over trends. Bergen has seen exeptionally large global
radiation inreases from August through Deember, ontrasting the derease of Aberdeen,
who instead has experiened large springtime inreases.
In spite of dierent trends, the similarity in the year-to-year variations in global radiation
and loud amount between the stations (Hamburg, Lund and Copenhagen in partiular) is
apparent in Figures B.1 and B.2 in appendix B, respetively.
Altogether, there has been a general inrease in surfae solar radiation sine the early
1980s, with the largest inreases onned at most stations to Marh, August and September.
The mean global radiation trend of the 1983 to 2003 period is +4.5% (signiant at the
90% level) for all six stations, and +5.6% (signiant at the 95% level) when Copenhagen is
omitted. As a ontrast, the four stations ontaining more of the pre-1980s period (that is,
Hamburg, Copenhagen, Aberdeen and Bergen) experiened a mean derease of 3.2% between
1967 and 1982.
Mean loud amount trends are not so lear, but in the 1983 to 2003 period there seems to
be a border between north (Aberdeen, Bergen and Luleå) and south (Hamburg, Copenhagen
and Lund), where "northern" loud amounts have dereased and "southern" loud amounts
have inreased (see Table A.3 in appendix A). Based on the very low number of stations,
this may of ourse be a oinidene an estimate of the mean trend in European loud
amounts annot be based on the trends at six stations. Still, the mean trend of all stations
is a derease of 0.2%, while a separation into "southern" and "northern" stations gives the
following: Hamburg, Copenhagen and Lund have seen a mean inrease of 3.7% over the period,
while Aberdeen, Bergen and Luleå have experiened a mean derease of 4.1%.
6.3.1 The Copenhagen-Lund disrepany
While the global radiation at Lund has inreased signiantly by 7.7% between 1983 and
2003, Copenhagen has seen a derease of 0.7% (not signiant) over the same period. The two
stations are separated by only 40 kilometers, whih raises the question of presene of errors in
one or both of the reords. But it beomes lear from Figures B.1 and B.2 in appendix B that
although the trends are dierent, both loud over and global radiation vary orrespondingly
between the two stations. A statistial omparison reveals a highly signiant orrelation
of 0.77 between Copenhagen and Lund global radiation. The orrelation between the loud
amounts is 0.91 and even more signiant.
While loud amounts have inreased by 6.1% (signiant at the 90% level) in Copenhagen,
Lund has experiened a loud over inrease of 3.1% (not signiant). In both loations, the
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largest ontribution to the loud amount trends omes from wintertime inreases, possibly
linked to the North Atlanti Osillation. As an be seen from Table A.3 in appendix A,
Otober through February have seen inreases of similar magnitudes at both stations, and the
dereasing trends in Marh are equal.
Considering the monthly loud amount trends, there are two main features that dier
between the stations and that may have indued the global radiation disrepany:
1. Global radiation response to loud amount hanges
The response to the dereasing loud overs in Marh has indued large signiant
inreases in global radiation at both loations. However, similar loud over inreases
at both stations in other months (November, Deember, January and February) seem
to have indued twie as large redutions in Copenhagen global radiation as in Lund.
This may indiate that the global radiation in Copenhagen responds more easily to
loud over hanges than the global radiation in Lund. A possible explanation ould be
that if louds are generally more opaque in Copenhagen due to higher pollution levels, a
perentual loud over inrease of same magnitude in both stations will have the greatest
eet on global radiation in Copenhagen.
2. Summertime loud amount dierenes
Another dierene between the two stations an be seen in the fat that while loud
amounts have inreased through all the summer months in Copenhagen, Lund has seen
a learing in June, August and September. This ould be related either to a derease in
onvetive loud formation in Lund due to loal temperature or surfae reetion ondi-
tions, or to the fat that Copenhagen and Lund are loated at the eastern and western
sides of the oast, respetively: If summertime frontal systems generally approah from
a spei diretion (whih tends to be west), this ould aet the stations dierently.
Conlusively, I believe that the urious dierene between radiation trends in Copenhagen
and Lund not neessarily has to be a result of errors in instruments or data management. Of
ourse, a more areful examination of possible explanations has to be done to rule out this
possibility.
6.4 Representativity of these six stations for north-western Eu-
rope dimming
It an be seen from Figures B.2 and B.1 in appendix B that loud and radiation values appear
to follow similar regional patterns. Partiularly the graphs of Hamburg, Copenhagen and
Lund  the three stations that are geographially losest are muh alike. Bergen and Luleå
dier the most from the general piture, but all stations exhibit similar features suh as the
loudy and dark year of 1998.
But while loud amount and global radiation undergo similar variations at all six stations,
whih speaks for a joint European signal, the trends are, as we have seen, dierent. As has been
suggested, the ourse of the annual mean trends may be subjet to hanges on smaller time
sales or hanges in other variables, whih may be dierent from region to region. It would
therefore be useful to ompare trends from the present study with those from publiations, to
see if the trends presented here are typial for their ountry or region. Below follow omments
on the regional representativity of eah of the stations:
Aording to Power [2003℄, the mean global radiation in Germany has inreased by 1.8%
per deade between 1960 and 2000, whih gives a total inrease of 7.5%. Earlier publiations
that do not inlude the last deade, report of a global radiation deline of 4% per deade (a
total of 10.8%) between 1964 and 1990 [Liepert and Kukla, 1997℄. The Hamburg data analyzed
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in the present study experiened a omparable derease of 6.3% between 1964 and 1990, while
the rest of the period (1991 to 2003) experiened an inrease of 4.8%; not quite enough to
outweigh the preeding derease. The 1991 to 2003 mean in Hamburg global radiation values
was found to be higher than the mean over the entire period (1955 to 2003), a quality that was
also noted by Power [2003℄ at nine out of the thirteen evaluated German stations. Altogether,
it seems that the global radiation at Hamburg agrees well with global radiation values in
Germany in general, displaying both the strong derease up to the 1980s, and the inrease
seen in the last deades.
Aording to Stanhill and Cohen [2001℄, Stokholm, whih is loated roughly 500km north-
east of Lund, experiened a dimming of 5.5% per deade between 1965 and 1986 (a total of
11.6%). Kiruna, roughly 250km north-northwest of Luleå, did similarly see a global radiation
derease of 2.4% between 1952 and 1991 (a total of 9.4%). An analysis by Persson [2000℄
of more reent radiation data from stations all over Sweden (also inluding Stokholm and
Kiruna), shows a mean inreasing trend of 7.2% per deade (a total of 10.8%) between 1983
and 1997. Combining the results from these two reports, we get the indiation of a turn in
global radiation values from dereasing to inreasing in the early 1980s. If this is a general
trend for all of Sweden, Lund and Luleå may also have seen a period of dimming before the
signiant inrease sine 1983 presented in the urrent study. It would be very interesting
to have aess to radiation data for Lund and Luleå from the start of the measurements in
the 1950s, but due to inhomogenity in the reord prior to 1983, data from this period are of
poor quality and are urrently not available for purhase at the Swedish Meteorologial and
Hydrologial Institute [Carlund, 2004, private orrespondene℄. It seems undoubtful, however,
that if urrent instruments are operating satisfatorily, inreasing global radiation trends in
Lund and Luleå are representative for the trend in all of Sweden sine 1983.
Dublin, whih is loated roughly 500km south-west of Aberdeen, has  as opposed to
an observed dimming in southern parts of Ireland and Wales  seen an inrease in global
radiation values of 5.2% per deade between 1975 and 1995 [Stanhill and Cohen, 2001℄. The
inrease reported in Aberdeen in the present study may be a sign of the existene of a border,
south of whih dimming has been present and north of whih it has not. However, global
radiation reports from more loations in the UK is needed to get a onlusive piture.
As for Bergen, no publiations are found that deal with global radiation trends in this
region. Similarly, no publiations are present to support the dimming observed in Copenhagen,
whih is additionally ontrasted by the large inrease in Lund, as addressed previously.
It seems that global radiation data from Lund, Luleå and Hamburg are strongly supported
by publiations, indiating that the stations well represent the general trend of their region.
In Copenhagen, Bergen and to some extent also Aberdeen investigations of observations at
nearby loations are needed to learn whether or not the presene of loal phenomenons make
observations at these stations speial and dierent from the rest of that region.
6.5 The ause of global dimming a reevaluation
As mentioned in the introdution, many regard the inreased onentrations of man made
aerosols and other pollutants to be the main ause of the dimming, both through diret eets
and indiret eets on louds [Stanhill and Cohen, 2001; Liepert and Kukla, 1997℄. Conversely,
the brightening observed worldwide over the last two deades is probably onneted to urbed
industrial emissions and a general leansing of the air, as suggested by Power [2003℄ and Wild
et al. [2005℄. The previous hapter showed that SO2 emissions and onentrations had dropped
at all loations or at least in all the regions analyzed in the present study, and the fat that
global radiation between 1983 and 2003 inreased at all stations but Copenhagen (see Table
A.2 in appendix A) supports this suggested onnetion between aerosol loads and variations
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in global radiation.
However, variations in aerosol onentrations do not seem to apply to all stations as the
only ause of variations in global radiation: Only in Hamburg was there an unquestionable
eet of aerosols on global radiation, and the dimming in Copenhagen and brightening in
Luleå did moreover seem primarily to result from hanges in loud amounts. On a global
basis, reports of inreasing loud amounts from the start of the 20th entury and up to the
1980s/1990s as aounted for on page 20 may have played an important part to the observed
dimming. It is also worth noting that satellite measurements show a lear derease in total
global loud amounts on the order of 5% between the late 1980s and 2002 [Wild et al., 2005℄.
However, aording to Kristjànsson [2005, private orrespondene℄ most of this trend is aused
by diminishing loud amounts in the tropis. Global mean loud amounts between 1990 and
2000 are plotted in Figure B.3 in appendix B.
It beomes lear that the reason for the observed hanges in global radiation an be dierent
from station to station, and that although it may often be dominated by one, the ause is
most likely to be a ombination of many eets operating simultaneously. The question, then,
seems to be how muh of the variations in global radiation is aused by aerosols and how muh
is aused by natural variations in irulation patterns and hene loud overs.
Chapter 7
Summary and Conlusion
Over the past 50 years, stations worldwide have experiened a derease in the ux of solar
radiation measured at the surfae. This "global dimming" is ommonly believed to be related
to the diret and indiret eets of aerosols emitted through human ativities. On a global
sale, anthropogeni emissions (and hene aerosol onentrations) have inreased steadily sine
the industrial revolution, but while in Asia at least the sulphate omponent of this trend has
ontinued into the new millennium, a sharp turn and derease has been seen in both Europe
and North Ameria over the past two deades.
As global dimming is losely onneted to other limate hanges suh as global warming
and variations in the hydrologial yle, a good understanding of the proesses ausing it is
imperative in order to predit future limate hanges. Studies like the present, in whih trends
and variations of surfae insolation are ompared to variables like loud amount and sulphate
aerosols, an reveal valuable information about the ause and nature of global dimming.
In the present study, global radiation and loud amount reords of varying lengths were
analyzed for six stations in north-western Europe. Statistial methods were applied to the data
to investigate orrelation between the two variables, and to examine how the trends varied
orrespondingly on both monthly and annual basis. For most stations, a rough omparison
was also made between radiation values and loal or regional levels of pollution, notably SO2.
A derease in global radiation omparable to reports of dimming worldwide was found only
in Copenhagen. The other stations (Hamburg, Lund, Aberdeen, Bergen and Luleå) experi-
ened either inreasing or statistially insigniant dereasing total trends. At all stations,
years of extremes in loud amounts were reeted in opposite extremes in global radiation
values, illustrating the fat that although the relationship between loud over and global
radiation an be omplex and inferred by other variables, peak values in the rst tend to
ut through all this and aet the other. The losest onnetion between loud over and
global radiation was found in Copenhagen and Luleå, whih were the only stations with both
signiant loud amount and signiant global radiation trends. The orrelation oeients
were also highest at these stations.
Below follows a summary of the trends in global radiation and loud amount at the respe-
tive stations, and an assessment of the most probable auses of the observed hanges. Note
that the length of the time series diers from station to station.
In Hamburg (1954-2003) both global radiation and loud over dereased over the entire
time series, but a turn in the trend from negative to positive was seen in the radiation
data in the early 1980s and in the loud data in the early 1990s.
Cause of global radiation hange: The build-up of aerosol onentrations up to the late
1980s is likely to have aused the dimming, while the onseutive leansing of the air
after the fall of the East Blok may have been responsible for the brightening observed
in the last two deades.
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Cause of loud amount hange: inrease in positive NAO situations, possibly induing
a negative response in the loud over, may have resulted in dereasing loud amounts
up to the early 1990s. The noted fall in the NAO strength after 1992 may have aused
the inrease in loudiness seen in the last deade. However, as Hamburg may be too
far north for a positive NAO to imply low loud amounts, this relationship may also be
either a oinidene, or somehow indiret.
In Copenhagen (1955-2003) there was an inrease in loud over and a derease in global
radiation throughout the period.
Cause of global radiation derease: the global radiation seemed mainly to be ontrolled
by variations in loud over, and a persistent inrease in loudiness on both monthly
and annual basis oasioned the observed dimming.
Cause of loud amount inrease: an inrease in positive NAO situations, generally asso-
iated with inreasing loudiness in north-western Europe, has probably been responsible
for the inrease in loudiness in Copenhagen.
In Lund (1983-2003) there was an inrease in both loud amounts and global radiation. But
a loser look revealed that on a monthly basis, the global radiation seemed to respond
to loud hanges in the expeted opposite relationship.
Cause of global radiation inrease: spring- and summertime learing was probably re-
sponsible for the observed brightening, possibly ombined with the eet of dereasing
pollution.
Cause of loud amount inrease: inrease in positive NAO situations probably aused
the strong inrease in wintertime loud amounts, but it is unlear what aused the louds
to diminish in the spring- and summertime.
In Aberdeen (1967-2003) global radiation values inreased while loud amounts dereased.
Global radiation appeared to be governed by loud amount hanges, but laking data in
the time series and unertainties as to data quality in general prevent me from drawing
any onlusions.
Cause of global radiation inrease: possibly falling loud amounts.
Cause of loud amount derease: not lear.
In Bergen (1966-2003) there was a derease in global radiation and an inrease in loud
amounts. Global radiation saw a turn in the trend from negative to positive in 1989,
but this turn was not present in the loud amounts.
Cause of global radiation derease: the inreasing annual mean loud amount was found
likely to have been responsible for the dimming, while the shift in 1989 may have been
aused by a bakground signal from dereasing levels of SO2 and other forms of pollution.
Cause of loud amount inrease: probably the inrease in positive NAO situations.
In Luleå (1983-2003) global radiation inreased while loud overs dereased throughout the
time series.
Cause of global radiation inrease: the large derease in loud amounts was probably
the ause of the observed brightening.
Cause of loud amount derease: not lear.
Based on publiations and data from the urrent study, the ourse of global radiation in
north-western Europe seems to orrespond well to what is generally reported from the rest
of the world, namely a dereasing trend from the 1950s to at least the 1980s [Liepert and
Kukla, 1997; Liepert, 2002; Stanhill and Cohen, 1997, 2001; Gilgen et al., 1998; Philipona
et al., 2004; Power, 2003℄. Aording to my data, dimming was present up to the 1980s in
Hamburg, Bergen and Copenhagen (here, the dimming ontinued beyond the 80s). Based on
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Stanhill and Cohen [2001℄ and Persson [2000℄, this was possibly also the ase in Lund and
Luleå. Curiously, global radiation values in Aberdeen inreased throughout the period, and
reports of inreasing global radiation in Dublin [Stanhill and Cohen, 2001℄ raises the question
of a more regional tendeny in the northern British/Irish area. Also onsistent with reports
worldwide [Power, 2003; Wild et al., 2005℄ is the observed inrease in global radiation sine
the early 1980s at all stations exept Copenhagen, where inreasing loud amounts may have
outweighed the general trend.
The general debate on global dimming has raised many questions as to the redibility of the
radiation reords, to the globality of the phenomenon and to the possible turn to a brightening.
Even if these questions remain unanswered, the present study has alled attention to following
important points about global radiation and loud over:
• although orrelation oeients are negative and generally high and signiant, trends
do not neessarily move in opposite diretions.
• annual mean global radiation values vary onsiderably from year to year, and variations
of over ten perent is not unusual.
• the existene of relatively sharp borders in global radiation trends shows (assuming the
absene of errors in the reords) the importane of loal onditions, whih an make
global radiation at ertain loations depart from the general regional tendeny.
Muh has been learned by these disoveries, but even more remains. Cloud amounts should
be studied on smaller time sales to see if hanges are ourring at spei times of the day.
Both the diret and diuse omponents of global radiation should be onsidered, and other
aerosol speies besides sulphate (partiularly blak arbon) should be inluded in the study.
A split of global radiation into loudy and lear-sky onditions wold be useful to examine
the transmittane of the lear sky and hene the magnitude of the diret aerosol eet, and
nally a quantiation of the indiret aerosol eet would give further information on the
eet of anthropogeni pollution. Muh ould also be learned from reating simple numerial
models that simulate the dimming, and from studying the global radiation omponent of more
extensive limate models.
Both year-to-year hanges and long-term trends in global radiation have substantial in-
uene on the surfae radiation budget and hene on Earth's limate. These variations and
results from the suggestions above should be inorporated into limate models and ombined
with that of global warming to obtain more aurate preditions of future limate hanges
and the eet of human ativities on limate.
7.1 Future perspetive
Is global dimming a phenomenon that ame and went? Is it a part of some natural osillation
and has the history of Earth always experiened periods of dimming, or are the hanges driven
by human ativities? These questions are as diult to answer as they are important.
As onluded on page 68, variations in global radiation are likely to be aused by a ombina-
tion of loud amount hanges, loud property hanges and hanges in aerosol onentrations.
This means that although the amount of solar radiation we reeive at the surfae may be
governed by many fators that are bound to natural variations, the level of anthropogeni
emissions will also ontribute. In some plaes, the anthropogeni ontribution may be out-
weighed by natural variations, as was probably seen in Copenhagen where loud amounts
inreased signiantly. Other plaes, however, ould be dominated by variations in levels of
pollution, whih may have been the ase for Hamburg.
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The turn from dimming to brightening observed in Europe is likely to have resulted at
least partly from urbed industrial emissions espeially sine the fall of the East Blo in the
late 1980s [Krüger et al., 2004℄. The 1979 Geneva Convention of Long-Range Transboundary
Air Pollution and its following amendments [Global Environmental Outlook (GEO)-2, 1999,
p.224℄, the shut-down of British oal mining under Margaret Thather in the 1980s, and the
introdution of atalyzers in ars, have all ontributed to the leansing of the air over Europe.
Similar restritions and improvements have been made all over the world, at least in ountries
with suiently strong eonomies to arry them out.
For now, it appears that global dimming has leveled out or even turned to a global brighten-
ing, a trend whih may stabilize if anthropogeni aerosol
emissions stabilize. Inreasing global radiation is ob-
served in Europe and North Ameria, but also in the
former Soviet Union, in Japan, in China, and even in
Singapore and Malaysia [Wild et al., 2005℄. This illus-
trates that the reversal is not only present in the west-
ern world. Still, estimations show that Asia in general
is experiening a ontinued inrease in SO2 emissions
as opposed to Europe and the United States (see Figure
7.1), and Wild et al. [2005℄ do indeed report of ontinued
dimming in the Indian region, probably due to the pre-
vailing brown haze. Moreover, little attention has been
given to global radiation trends in Afria and in Latin
Ameria, where population growth rates are inreasing
rapidly [GEO-3, 2002, p.40 and p.49, respetively℄, and
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Figure 7.1: Past (1980 and 1990) and
projeted (2000 and 2010) SO2 emissions
for Europe, the United States and Asia,
numbers taken from Brown [1998℄.
growing industrialization and urbanization may imply inreasing emissions of aerosols parti-
ilarly through burning of fossil fuels.
If today's development ountries follow the same path of development as the western oun-
tries, we an expet a massive inrease in emissions of atmospheri pollutants in the future
[GEO-2, 1999, Setion 2.2℄. However, this is not neessarily the ase, as an be seen for exam-
ple in Europe, where even the eastern ountries urrently exhibit dereasing SO2 emissions
(see Figure 3.17 on page 28) in spite of inreasing energy onsumption [GEO-2, 1999, Setion
2.2℄. How the developing ountries will ontinue to develop is diult to predit, and levels
of emission depend on fators suh as eonomy and politis, whih again are dependent on
the general state of the ountry (wars, drought, natural rises etetera). If we see a dramati
inrease in pollution as the poorest ontinents reah industrialization levels, this may lead
to a new period of global dimming. The eets on the regions involved may be substantial,
and agriultural and hydrologial impats on ountries already suering weak rops and water
stress may be profound.
Due to their unontentious ties to loud amounts and loud properties, variations in global
radiation have probably always been a part of Earth's limati history. But like the eets of
emissions of greenhouse gases seem to have overrun the natural variations in surfae tempera-
tures in more reent times, other omponents of anthropogeni emissions, aeting shortwave
radiation rather than longwave, may be responsible for the observed global radiation trend.
The link to global warming and to the hydrologial yle makes global dimming a wild-
ard in limate preditions, where future limate hanges may depend on whether or not the
dimming ontinues and to what degree. To manage the omprehensive task of foreasting and
ontrolling the eets of human ativities, greater ollaboration is required between sientists,
modellers and politiians. The true onsequenes of the observed trends in surfae insolation
remain to be seen, but it seems lear that global dimming and global brightening has
beome yet another aspet of human-indued limate hanges.
Appendix A
Tables of statistial values
A.1 Correlation oeients for global radiation and loud amount
Monthly orrelations are found by omparing eah monthly mean loud amount value with
the orresponding global radiation value for a given month over all the years in question. The
"TOTAL" orrelation is based on the entire time series of monthly means where seasonality is
removed, while the "ANNUAL" orrelation is based on annual means. The highest monthly
orrelation oeient for eah station is marked with bold numbers.
Month HAM COP LUN ABE BER LUL
January -0.71 -0.89 -0.80 -0.66 -0.86 -0.71
February -0.62 -0.76 -0.80 -0.80 -0.90 -0.79
Marh -0.83 -0.84 -0.69 -0.72 -0.94 -0.90
April -0.88 -0.88 -0.90 -0.72 -0.88 -0.78
May -0.89 -0.87 -0.82 -0.86 -0.92 -0.86
June -0.87 -0.92 -0.88 -0.77 -0.94 -0.78
July -0.89 -0.86 -0.91 -0.81 -0.96 -0.70
August -0.85 -0.83 -0.86 -0.64 -0.97 -0.94
September -0.87 -0.89 -0.79 -0.83 -0.96 -0.92
Otober -0.85 -0.88 -0.64 -0.63 -0.88 -0.87
November -0.78 -0.88 -0.78 -0.52 -0.72 -0.78
Deember -0.71 -0.76 -0.70 -0.59 -0.86 -0.56
TOTAL -0.76 -0.76 -0.57 -0.60 -0.72 -0.58
ANNUAL -0.54 -0.77 -0.67 -0.51 -0.74 -0.77
Table A.1: Correlation oeients for loud amount and global radiation at Hamburg (HAM,
1954 to 2003), Copenhagen (COP, 1955 to 2003), Lund (LUN, 1983 to 2003), Aberdeen (ABE,
1967 to 2003), Bergen (BER, 1966 to 2003) and Luleå (LUL, 1983 to 2003) all signiant
at the 95% level.
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A.2 1983 to 2003 global radiation trends
Month HAM COP LUN ABE BER LUL
January - 1.2% -22.2% - 5.1% + 1.0% - 1.9% + 4.5%
February - 3.1% -20.1% - 8.3% +11.4% - 2.7% - 3.8%
Marh +16.3% +26.0%
∗∗
+37.7%
∗∗
+17.1%
∗∗
- 1.2% +16.6%
April + 5.9% + 0.7% +12.0% + 1.8% + 1.1% + 0.8%
May +11.1% - 0.3% + 5.5% +15.1%
∗
+13.2% + 5.4%
June + 9.3% + 1.4% + 9.4% + 0.4% -18.8% - 3.6%
July + 2.6% - 7.7% - 1.6% - 7.8% + 6.0% + 5.6%
August +12.6% + 1.8% +11.5% - 5.3%
∗
+28.8%
∗
+16.7%
September +22.0%
∗
+ 8.7% +13.6% - 5.4% +17.4% +35.2%
∗∗
Otober + 4.7% - 7.7% + 3.4% - 7.4% +45.6%
∗∗
- 3.9%
November - 6.5% -21.6%
∗
- 9.2% - 0.6% +24.2% - 4.5%
Deember - 2.5% -20.7% + 2.0% -10.6% +34.7%
∗∗
-11.2%
ANNUAL + 8.8%
∗
- 0.7% +7.7%
∗∗
+ 1.3% + 3.4% + 6.3%
∗
Table A.2: 1983 to 2003 trends in global radiation at Hamburg (HAM), Copenhagen (COP),
Lund (LUN), Aberdeen (ABE), Bergen (BER) and Luleå (LUL). * denotes 90% and ** denotes
95% signiane, respetively.
A.3 1983 to 2003 loud amount trends
Month HAM COP LUN ABE BER LUL
January + 5.2% +14.2%
∗
+15.7% + 2.0% + 8.3% - 1.3%
February +17.8%
∗∗
+10.7% + 7.9% -12.9%
∗∗
+ 9.1% + 6.3%
Marh - 1.5% -14.0% -14.0% - 9.0% + 4.3% -30.7%
∗∗
April - 1.0% - 1.3% - 4.7% - 1.1% + 1.7% - 8.3%
May - 3.6% + 7.6% + 7.2% - 5.4% - 6.3% -14.2%
June - 0.3% + 7.0% - 3.2% - 1.2% +10.5% - 7.3%
July + 1.7% + 9.3% + 3.1% + 2.2% + 5.2% -25.9
∗∗
August + 3.8% + 4.1% - 2.8% + 0.8% -15.6%
∗
-26.9%
∗
September - 3.6% + 2.4% - 5.2% + 5.7% - 6.5% -21.5%
∗∗
Otober - 2.2% + 9.9% +10.9% + 4.5% - 9.3% - 2.8%
November + 9.1% +16.6%
∗
+14.0% - 6.6% + 2.9% +25.8%
Deember - 2.2% + 8.1% + 6.0% - 2.3% -10.2% - 2.7%
ANNUAL + 1.9% + 6.1%
∗
+ 3.1% - 2.0% - 0.8% - 9.6%
∗∗
Table A.3: 1983 to 2003 trends in loud amounts at Hamburg (HAM), Copenhagen (COP),
Lund (LUN), Aberdeen (ABE), Bergen (BER) and Luleå (LUL). * denotes 90% and ** denotes
95% signiane, respetively.
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A.4 Monthly means of loud amount
Month HAM COP LUN ABE BER LUL
January 6.1 6.1 6.0 5.7 6.0 5.0
February 5.9 5.8 5.7 5.7 5.7 4.9
Marh 5.7 5.2 5.3 5.8 5.9 5.0
April 5.2 4.8 4.9 6.0 5.5 4.4
May 5.0 4.4 4.1 5.9 5.2 4.2
June 5.2 4.5 4.6 6.0 5.5 4.2
July 5.2 4.5 4.2 6.2 5.8 4.5
August 4.9 4.4 4.1 6.0 5.7 4.7
September 5.0 4.7 4.7 5.9 6.0 4.9
Otober 5.5 5.3 5.1 5.7 6.0 5.3
November 6.2 5.9 5.9 5.5 5.8 5.6
Deember 6.3 6.1 6.0 5.6 5.9 5.0
ANNUAL 5.5 5.1 5.0 5.8 5.7 4.8
Table A.4: Means of loud amount at Hamburg (HAM, 1954 to 2003), Copenhagen (COP,
1955 to 2003), Lund (LUN, 1983 to 2003), Aberdeen (ABE, 1967 to 2003), Bergen (BER,
1966 to 2003) and Luleå (LUL, 1983 to 2003).
A.5 Monthly preipitation hanges
Month COP LUN ABE LUL
January +58.3%
∗
-16.2% -11.2% + 17.9%
February +32.6% +50.8% + 5.6% + 81.1%
Marh +77.7%
∗
-32.6% +19.2% - 31.6%
April -13.6% -35.3% +58.6% +133.1%
May +40.6% +29.9% -46.7%
∗∗
+ 48.0%
June +60.9%
∗
-14.3% +61.7%
∗
+ 8.5%
July -19.4% - 6.1% + 8.9% - 3.4%
August - 5.3% +40.5% -10.3% - 44.6%
September +29.2% +25.8% + 8.7% - 23.2%
Otober +28.1% + 2.6% +57.1% - 20.4%
November +11.9% -16.1% +38.5% + 17.1%
Deember +16.4% -30.5% +50.5% + 12.2%
ANNUAL +19.7%
∗∗
- 0.6% +14.8% + 1.0%
Table A.5: Preipitation trends at Copenhagen (COP, 1955 to 2003), Lund (LUN, 1983 to
2003), Aberdeen (ABE, 1967 to 2003) and Luleå (LUL, 1983 to 2003). * denotes 90% and **
denotes 95% signiane, respetively.
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B.1 1983 to 2003 global radiation for all stations
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Figure B.1: Global radiation from 1983 to 2003 at Hamburg (HAM), Copenhagen (COP),
Aberdeen (ABE), Lund (LUN), Bergen (BER) and Luleå (LUL).
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B.2 1983 to 2003 loud amounts for all stations
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Figure B.2: Cloud amount from 1983 to 2003 at Hamburg (HAM), Copenhagen (COP), Ab-
erdeen (ABE), Lund (LUN), Bergen (BER) and Luleå (LUL).
B.3 ISCCP plots
The plots on the following page is based on data from the International Satellite Cloud Cli-
matology Projet (ISCCP), whih was established in 1982 [Shier and Rossow, 1983; Rossow
et al., 1996℄. I have used the D2 monthly mean data set, and have extrated the loud amount
and loud optial depth data measured in infrared wavelengths. There are some questions
as to the global representativity of the total loud amount trend; the observed redution is
mainly due to hanges in the tropis [Kristjànsson, 2005, private orrespondene℄, whih have
experiened a signiant redution in loud amounts, partiularly sine 1990 [Chen et al.,
2002℄.
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Figure B.3: Global annual mean total loud amount from 1990 to 2000, based on the ISCCP
D2 data set (infrared wavelengths). The trend shows a highly signiant derease of 3.6%.
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Figure B.4: Global annual mean optial depth for all louds from 1990 to 2000, based on the
ISCCP D2 data set (infrared wavelengths). The trend shows a signiant inrease of 7.8%.
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